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Abstract 

Automatic detection and identification of chronic disease conditions from de-identified clinical 

records can give timely support to the medical decision-making process. The identified risk 

factors can expedite the preventative actions needed for tracking the debilitating chronic 

diseases and associated co-morbidities. For instance, chronic and long-term unmanaged risk 

factors such as obesity, diabetes, hypertension, and hyperlipidaemia can lead to coronary heart 

disease (also known as CAD (coronary artery disease), a leading cause of death worldwide. 

The costs involved in managing chronic diseases including diabetes, hypertension, 

hyperlipidaemia, which are the risk factors leading to CAD are significantly high, placing an 

enormous burden of disease on healthcare systems worldwide. Hence, there are several national 

clinical guidelines on CAD risk assessment, by monitoring, detection, and tracking of risk 

factors, such as smoking behavior, obesity and lifestyle factors, diabetes, and other co-morbid 

conditions, and calculation and tracking of the coronary risk scores. With the rapid adoption of 

electronic health record (EHR) systems, most patient data are stored in de-identified electronic 

format. Due to the involvement of multidisciplinary care teams in managing chronic diseases, 

and tracking the CAD risk factors,  vital health data specific to a patient, are difficult to obtain,  

as they are scattered across various systems in various formats. Most of the time, the main data 

required for determining coronary risk are buried in unstructured clinical narratives and hand-

over notes, often stored in a de-identified format. Existing solutions for chronic disease 

surveillance, involving detection and identification of the disease status and risk factors from 

the de-identified records, are based on manual methods requiring a significant amount of 

human efforts and domain expertise. Further, information extraction performed manually from 

the de-identified clinical records and text-based narratives can be error-prone, expensive, and 

prohibitively time-consuming. The key elements for detection and tracking of the disease status 

are often embedded in de-identified clinical records, discharge notes, and summaries as free 
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text notes. Since these texts notes and records contain private information about the patients, 

including the personal and disease-related information, they normally exist in protected form, 

or in a de-identified format, normally referred to as PHI (protected health information) 

indicators, and are often embedded within the clinical text containing information needed to 

detect and track the risk factors associated with the disease. While the de-identification process 

itself is highly complicated, the chronic disease surveillance, involving the tasks of 

understanding and making sense out of de-identified clinical text notes (embedded with PHIs 

and other clinical information), and extracting meaningful information in terms of symptoms, 

risk factors, disease indicators, events, medications, allergic reactions, needed for monitoring 

and tracking the disease status is more complex and challenging. This is due to the difficulties 

associated with extracting linguistic and semantic relationships between PHIs and disease 

status when the clinical text records are in a de-identified unstructured form (as clinical notes 

and narratives). As a typical clinical discharge summary or text notes comprise several PHIs at 

the same time,  it is more difficult to make sense out of deidentified medical text records with 

several masked PHIs embedded in it, with loss of context and structure in this embedded text, 

and the inability of traditional natural language processing (NLP) and text mining techniques 

to perform well. In this thesis, the focus is on detecting the vital risk factors and associated 

chronic disease conditions using de-identified medical text records, based on traditional 

machine learning and novel deep learning techniques.  A novel computational framework for 

disease detection model development based on different machine learning models was 

proposed in this thesis.    

As it is extremely difficult to access the de-identified medical records from hospital systems, 

the NLP challenge shared tasks and associated benchmark datasets made available by the i2b2 

consortium provide an opportunity to researchers in the computing and information technology 

field, to compare their research findings, and demonstrate the extension of previous work 
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undertaken on several datasets provided by the i2b2 consortium, and share the outcomes and 

result in improving the state of the art.   

For a baseline comparison, the traditional approaches proposed in earlier work reported in the 

literature are compared with novel contributions made in this work. Most of the earlier work 

reported in the literature, that use i2b2 NLP challenge task datasets for experimental evaluation, 

are based on manual approaches, requiring human experts with domain knowledge from 

several multidisciplinary fields, including clinical, computing, natural language processing, 

and linguistics,  and making sense of the de-identified clinical text notes and extracting 

knowledge, and building computer-based models based on this workflow a complex endeavor 

and very challenging.   

In the initial exploratory stages of this thesis, a sentence level segmentation approach for 

building disease status detection models based on shallow machine learning approaches, using 

PART, Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, and Hoeffding tree algorithms as the first step, and this 

served as the baseline reference for rest of the innovative algorithms for disease detection 

models to be developed in the rest of the thesis. The next step was the development of a 

document-level segmentation approach using more efficient and established shallow learning 

approaches, with the Random Forest, Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, and Gradient Boost 

Classifier algorithms. The findings from this stage helped in addressing the imbalanced and 

sparse data problem, as using algorithms based on ensemble techniques are well known to 

perform well in other application contexts in engineering and astronomy and have indeed led 

to enhanced performance of disease detection models. Then, these robust models based on 

ensemble techniques were extended for investigating the impact of multiple co-morbid disease 

conditions on debilitating cardiovascular disease risk assessment and examined with a new set 

of evaluation metrics for assessing improvement in performance and robustness, including 
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accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score, confusion matrix, and ROC-AUC measures. As 

extraction of useful td-idf text features from de-identified clinical texts, particularly with 

clinical text data containing markers for multiple co-morbidities, became increasingly difficult, 

the use of new deep learning models was introduced. Since the deep learning models do not 

require feature engineering, the reliance on td-idf features reduced. Four new models based on 

deep machine learning and document level classification were proposed as the next step in 

enhancing the efficacy of disease detection models, including Bidirectional LSTM(BI-LSTM), 

CNN, Bidirectional GRU (BI-GRU), and BILSTM-BIGRU cascade models. Also, a new 

performance metric, in terms of micro-averaged F1-score  was used, which has the capability 

to provide a better evaluation of machine learning models with the class imbalance and sparse 

data. Finally, a sentence-level classification approach with these deep learning algorithms was 

proposed, leading to enhanced performance assessed in terms of micro-averaged F1-scores. 

This incremental development, enhancement, and refinement of the proposed AI-based deep 

learning computational framework, and its experimental evaluation was done with several 

benchmarks publicly available clinical NLP i2b2 shared task challenge datasets, leading to 

significant performance improvement and robustness as compared to other competing methods 

and systems in the challenge tasks organized by i2b2 consortia. 
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1.CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 
 

1.1 Overview 

This chapter outlines the background (section 1.1) and motivation (section 1.2) of the research, 

and its context (section 1.3). Section 1.4 describes the significance and scope of this research 

and provides definitions of terms used. Finally, section 1.5 includes the road map and an outline 

of the remaining chapters of the thesis. 

1.2 Background 

A great deal of effort has been put into improving health care services in the last decade. The 

adoption of Electronic Health Records (EHRs) is one such significant milestone in achieving 

this goal. The development and evolution of computer-based decision support tools for 

navigating, analyzing, and processing the EHRs is another significant milestone reached in 

improving the quality of healthcare service delivery and management. Out of several such 

computer-based tools developed and used in clinical health care settings, the clinical 

NLP(Natural Language Processing) based text processing tools [2, 3] have been of significant 

interest to the clinical community. These tools are built for processing and analyzing EHR data 

(often the free text part of the unstructured clinical notes and handover summaries) and can 

allow meaningful inference to be derived and assist the physicians, in terms of creating 

automatically triggered alerts and reminders for situations that warrant actions from physicians. 

EHRs are the electronic versions of patients' medical history, that are maintained by healthcare 

providers over time. Nowadays, EHRs are widely adopted by hospitals everywhere in the 
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world. In addition to the increasing EHR adoption rate, the trends also show that there is 

increasing use of advanced functionality embedded within EHR systems. More and more 

hospitals are using EHRs with Clinical Notes and comprehensive EHRs with extra and 

advanced functionality, such as decision support based on clinical guidelines, identifying drug-

drug interactions, processing of drug allergy results, analyzing digitized clinical notes, and 

facilitating sharing of structured and unstructured clinical notes with patients, bringing in lots 

of benefits to both patients and the physicians. With access to clinical notes, patients will be 

able to take ownership of their own health, have more communication with healthcare 

providers, and understand their own medical conditions better. For physicians and hospitals, 

digitalized clinical notes and associated computer-based intelligent tools can help assist them 

in obtaining objective and evidence-based support for their decision-making process. Clinical 

notes can also be utilized by researchers to conduct research on clinical decision support and 

develop advanced algorithms and computer-based modeling techniques. However, researchers 

usually have limited access to EHR data due to patient privacy protection. According to the  

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy policies and other 

similar protocols within the jurisdiction of different countries, most of the EHR data, both in 

the structured databases and as unstructured clinical notes and image data is stored in a 

deidentified format, with masked and anonymized PHIs embedded within the data, including 

the text-based notes in clinical handover summaries. They are very difficult to access due to 

privacy concerns and unavailable publicly to conduct research and to improve the state of the 

art, thus hampering the progress in the availability of quality health care services.  

However, there are certain avenues for researchers and practitioners to access these deidentified 

unstructured clinical notes from EHR systems. The first one is to obtain data through 

collaborations with hospitals [1]; and the second one is to get public datasets through clinical 

NLP shared tasks run by a different special interest group of researchers and practitioners, for 
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research and development purposes. For example, the i2b2 project (informatics for integration 

of biology and the bedside) is an NIH-funded National Centre for Biomedical Computing based 

at Partners HealthCare System. It organizes shared tasks and challenges, focussing on different 

objectives each year, and enables researchers to have access to existing clinical data and 

develop appropriate tools for automatic processing and analysis, facilitating useful and 

valuable translational research. The shared tasks provide annotated datasets and common 

evaluation metrics for participants as part of the challenge activities [7]. 

The datasets from these shared tasks consist of a large set of clinical notes, and they contain 

the detailed medical history of patients. There are different types of clinical notes that record a 

patient’s medical history, including Electronic Health Records (EHRs), hospital discharge 

summaries, clinical handover notes, pathology, imaging, and radiology reports, etc. The 

information stored in these documents is mostly in a free-text unstructured format. The high-

value information contained in such a simple clinical note can only be understood with human 

expert intervention, by manual deep traversing of note, and the annotation and extraction of 

important knowledge, often consuming significant time from clinicians and experts.  A typical 

manual traverse of a clinical note can reveal the detailed medical history of the patient, and 

other important information,  including the disease status, treatment regimen, interventions 

done and their outcomes, and adverse events arising due to drug allergies or co-morbidities. In 

addition to manual traversing needed to extract important information, these records undergo 

a de-identification process as well by manual traversing for further archival, storage, or public 

release. However, it has been observed that the de-identification or anonymization performed 

manually on large sets of EHRs and free text notes are time-consuming, prohibitively 

expensive, and error-prone [1]. Also, once de-identified (though they are privacy assured), it is 

difficult for both humans as well as computers to extract sensible knowledge for surveillance, 

monitoring, tracking, and provision of decision support services. Though they are several 
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computer-based decision support tools available for normal data, for privacy preserved de-

identified clinical records data, many of these tools are not quite useful, nor many tools are 

readily available to choose from. Hence, there is an urgent need to develop innovative 

computer-based methods and tools for detection, monitoring, and surveillance and provision 

of decision support services, and availability of novel approaches and intelligent computer-

based tools for automatic or semiautomatic identification, and they are of significant scientific 

and commercial interest. 

1.3 Significance 

The increasing access to unstructured clinical notes brings challenges and opportunities [8] for 

research in Natural Language Processing (NLP) [9] and Information Retrieval (IR) areas, and 

potential for advanced techniques and tools to be developed, for a better understanding and use 

of clinical text. Different types of NLP and IR techniques when applied to clinical text 

understanding, can lead to improved outcomes in health services, in terms of better disease 

surveillance capabilities, and availability of a wide set of tools for performing each task  [13], 

including clinical notes de-identification [11], clinical concept extraction [12, 13, 14], clinical 

relation extraction [15], biomedical literature retrieval [16], or clinical question answering [17]  

needed for risk factor identification, or detection of drug interactions and allergic reactions, 

and tracking of co-morbidities. Availability of intelligent, computer-based NLP and IR-based 

systems and tools allow the building of a smart and intelligent disease surveillance framework 

and facilitate data-driven, evidence-based, objective clinical text analysis, addressing the needs 

of both physicians and patients. Patients usually want to know the details of their medical 

conditions from clinical notes, and some general questions they want to get answers from 

clinical notes would be: 
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• What are my symptoms?  

• How to treat the symptoms?  

• What's the diagnosis for me?  

• What are the conditions for other people with similar symptoms as me?  

• Is my private data is kept safe in hospital records? 

• Is my disease condition being kept confidential?  

Physicians can use patients' clinical notes for other purposes. For example, finding related 

medical cases or biomedical literature as evidence to support their decision-making process. 

They will ask questions such as: 

• What's the drug choice for these symptoms?  

• What're the causes for this symptom? 

• How common is the disease? 

• Is the patient responding to interventions? 

• If not, what could be the reason? 

This thesis focusses on developing an innovative computational framework for chronic disease 

status and risk factors detection and identification, and has an emphasis on the use of text-based 

sources, such as the unstructured and de-identified hospital discharge notes, handover 

summaries, and clinical narratives, to address the questions relevant to physicians in terms of 

disease diagnosis inference or detecting the status of the disease based on the symptoms and 

interventions being undertaken. Several innovative methods and techniques for automated 
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computer-based understanding of clinical text from de-identified records, to answer some of 

these questions raised by physicians and patients are the focus of this research. As depicted in 

Figure 1.1, different functional modules are involved in disease diagnosis inference or for 

detecting the status of the disease, including clinical concept extraction, clinical notes analysis, 

clinical relation extraction, and finally clinical disease status detection or clinical diagnosis 

inference. Depending on the type of clinical notes, some stages may require more processing 

as compared to others. 

 

Figure 1.1: Workflow for de-identified clinical text understanding 

 

When a patient visits a medical professional and gets referred to a specialist or a hospital, an 

initial clinical record is created. This clinical record evolves into different forms, including 

Electronic health records, hospital discharge summaries, radiology reports, clinical handover 

notes, pathology reports, and imaging scans, as the patient continues to visit the same or other 

hospitals, and other specialists over a period of time. These clinical records contain the medical 

history of the patient and things related to the current visit/instance are recorded in these clinical 

records. The information recorded in clinical records is considered private and hence patient’s 

consent is required to share this information with the medical community. Due to the 

involvement of several people and systems in dealing with medical records, leading to privacy 

risks and security breaches, these records are always stored in a HIPAA compliant format, or 
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a similar secure protocol standard prevalent to that country, with all personal and disease-

specific information, masked, anonymized and de-identified. 

The disease diagnosis and inference, and the detection of a disease status from such 

unstructured and de-identified clinical text notes are done by manual traversal of the patient’s 

medical history. Based on the complexity of the case, the outcome can take significant time, 

and it is possible that the disease status is incorrectly diagnosed due to human error in digging 

through several sets of notes, and other records that exist in a de-identified format. So, the 

precious time of the medical professionals and care teams, which should be spent on 

communication with the patients, and provide a personalized care experience, and devising an 

appropriate treatment plan is wasted in the time-consuming manual process of identification 

from free-text clinical records, leading to increasing care costs and susceptibility to human 

errors [1].  

1.4 Rationale 

Motivated by the general questions raised by patients and physicians' needs, the focus of the 

research presented in this thesis involves a systematic investigation of methods and techniques 

used currently to achieve better clinical text understanding, and the proposal for a novel 

computational framework for improving the state of the art, underpinned by the recent 

advances in machine learning and text mining field, so as to obtain better inference and 

understanding of the disease status. This involves developing several pre and post-processing 

methods to explore the intrinsic relationships among clinical notes to analyze,  and obtain an 

inference on the risk factors for the disease or integrate multiple risk factors with various 

attributes into uniform feature representations, and combine patients' data from multiple 

aspects. 
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While there has been significant research done in the area of de-identification and re-

identification of PHIs from structured clinical data, from hospital databases, and relational data 

warehouses [21,22,23,24,27,31], the research in the disease diagnosis area, including the 

inference, and tracking the status of the disease, using de-identified clinical text notes and 

summaries is sparse. An objective data-driven evidence-based analysis of free-text clinical 

notes with different end-goals, including extraction of clinical concepts, identifying risk 

factors, relation extraction between symptoms and disease, and tracking the progress of disease 

status in response to several interventions, would make the humble set of clinical notes, a power 

house of knowledge, pushing the boundaries of computer-based decision support and 

diagnostic tools available, and help improve the health services delivery. However, this 

essentially requires efforts drawn from multidisciplinary domains - involving the domain 

knowledge in biomedical science, natural language processing, clinical text mining, and 

machine learning/ deep learning. The availability of such sophisticated computer-based tools 

to make sense out of a massive amount of unstructured text information that gets collected in 

clinical data stores during the life of a patient can get utilized properly. The innovative 

computational approaches behind these tools, have the potential to extract hidden, latent 

relations between symptoms and diseases for individuals during their lifetime, and can be of 

substantial value to clinicians, public health specialists, and policy makers. However, the 

complex nature of this unstructured data, particularly in the text notes and summaries, makes 

it difficult to obtain meaningful hindsight, insight, and foresight, to be able to provide help and 

decision support to different stakeholders. The complexity associated with unstructured clinical 

text data can be categorized into “multiple V” problems, like that to the big data applications 

space, corresponding to the Volume, Velocity, Veracity, Variety, and Value problems. This is 

due to the large and complex vocabulary of clinical text phrases, missing data, and obscure 

medical jargon and abbreviations used by physicians in scribbling their notes. The digitized 
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versions of these notes are made available as text documents embedded with PHIs often de-

identified, anonymized, or as masked fragments of text.  

Segmenting such text notes, and separating PHIs and normal text from these poor-quality 

unstructured data repositories can be quite challenging, and traditional text analysis approaches 

based on regex patterns, handcrafted NLP text features are not beneficial, and have led to 

limited success, in terms of meaningful inference. This is due to poor sentence structures in 

clinical notes, particularly with shorthand terms, clinical jargon, several medical and drug 

names and terms, and extensive use of abbreviations by physicians. With such poor sentence 

structures, extraction of traditional NLP features, using methods based on regex patterns, n-

gram, and bi-gram type linguistic features is difficult, requires significant manual efforts, and 

is error-prone. 

 Hence, there is a need for developing automated approaches based on advances in the field of 

artificial intelligence, machine learning, and text mining approaches. These data-driven 

techniques can allow automatic identification of PHIs, extract disease status and diagnosis 

inference from free-text clinical notes available in a de-identified format, and this can be of 

significant value to clinicians, in providing decision support, leading to better insight on 

treatment plan being prescribed to the patient by the care team.  Availability of automated PHI 

and disease status identification techniques, can facilitate easy disclosure of clinical documents, 

making them accessible to a wider audience, and allow the development of creative and 

innovative patient care tools. Tools can be developed for recognizing and tagging standard 

medical terminologies with the corresponding ICD codes within an EHR, which in turn can be 

used to enrich and adapt EHRs for other NLP tools. Useful decision support system tools can 

be developed for health care workers to make proper decisions and improve the quality of 

healthcare and public health outcomes for the public health settings. 
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1.5 Challenges and Research Gap 

The identification of disease status from clinical notes embedded with extensive PHIs can be 

very time-consuming, prohibitively expensive, and even error-prone [18]. A significant amount 

of research work has been done previously, on analyzing the cost of manual de-identification 

and developing methods for PHI identifiers needed for de-identification. For example, one of 

the key findings by Dorr et al. [22] was on the evaluation of the time cost to manually de-

identify narrative text notes (average of 87.26 seconds per note) and proposal for automatic de-

identification process, that conforms to Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

(HIPAA). Similar findings by M. Douglas et al. [23],  with a focus on developing a suitable 

de-identification approach, demonstrated that the recall of a human expert working alone 

ranged from 0.63 to 0.93, with an average of 0.81, whereas an algorithm based on pattern 

matching, lookup lists, and common-sense heuristics can achieve a recall value of 0.85. The 

associated problem of disease status identification, detection, and tracking from de-identified 

unstructured clinical notes needed for a robust disease surveillance framework has attracted 

less attention in the literature. The availability of methods and tools for automatic detection, 

identification, and tracking of disease status would be of significant interest to both the medical 

research community and commercial establishments. The focus of this thesis is to address this 

gap, that exists in the research literature as well as commercial tools available for the clinical 

community. 

A free-text clinical note for a hospital shift handover is shown below: 

***************************************************************************

A new admission on room 5, bed 3, Steve Richard myer, 71 years old under Dr Dalianis, came 

in with multiple heart problems but he is to lose weight first before he can be operated. He’s 
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depressed because his wife died just 2 months ago. He is for dietician review and referral has 

been made. he is on food chart. he is obs are all stable on my shift. He needs prompting with 

his ADLs and would benefit to be referred to pastoral care for his grievances 

*************************************************************************** 

As can be seen from the above free-text clinical note, there are several personal health 

information (PHI) fields in this clinical note. A manual traverse of this clinical note will be 

time-consuming and can be error-prone [18]. The example shown above is short and simple 

and may not contain much complex medical jargon, but in typical longitudinal clinical records 

maintained on patients for tracking chronic diseases on a regular basis, can contain a wealth of 

hidden information, which could have been harnessed appropriately for understanding the 

patient disease status, treatment and interventions, drug interactions and allergies, associated 

co-morbidities,  and life expectancy, apart from issues related to an error in judgment.  

An automatic computation framework for chronic disease detection and identification model 

development would be able to address this gap and short coming. The availability of such an 

intelligent disease modeling framework with detection and tracking tools would be of utmost 

value and can provide a second opinion on the disease condition and obtaining correct 

inference, to both physicians and patients, which normally is hard to interpret in routine clinical 

summary notes, by visual inspection or by reading through the records. A considerable amount 

of medical knowledge resides in unstructured free-text formats, including clinical notes, 

radiology and pathology reports, discharge summaries from allied health providers, involved 

in team-based chronic disease management settings. While some identifying attributes can be 

clearly defined in structured data or database records used by the participating providers, a 

large amount of valuable information is often subtle, hidden, and indirect, and can be inferred 

by human expert physicians only, and often does not get utilized fully, ending up mostly for 
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archival and records storage. Unfortunately, the bulk of medical research has focussed 

exclusively on structured data from databases and not on the unstructured text available as 

ancillary notes [31,20]. This research attempts to fill this gap, and provides much-needed 

assistive technology support to medical professionals for an accurate and objective 

understanding of data-driven, evidence-based quantified information, deduced from the 

unstructured notes, and answer questions that could have important clinical significance. This 

could include detection of risk factors, different lifestyle-related behaviors, and factors, such 

as obesity, smoking status, or co-morbidities that left unmanaged in a long term can lead to 

incapacitating cardiovascular diseases and heart failure.  

1.6 Research Questions 

The research questions formulated for addressing the research gap identified in this thesis are 

as outlined below:   

• How to detect risk factors and status of the disease from de-identified clinical notes, 

using different computational intelligence techniques? 

• How to identify the best performing machine learning algorithm for different chronic 

disease use case settings?   

• How to enhance the algorithmic framework with recent advances in machine learning 

and deep learning techniques for building better disease detection models? 

1.7 Aims and Objectives 

To address these research questions, an innovative computational framework for 

automatic chronic disease status and risk factor detection has been developed, based on novel 
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algorithmic techniques drawn from the area of machine learning, deep learning, text mining, 

and natural language processing. It is envisaged that this innovative disease detection 

framework can help detect and track the disease status and the risk factors, and allow physicians 

to build better care plans with early interventions and timely interventions, leading to better 

public health outcomes.  

To achieve these outcomes, the aims of the research work reported in this thesis are as 

outlined below:  

• Aim 1: Detection of chronic disease risk factors automatically from de-identified 

unstructured clinical notes. 

• Aim 2: Investigation of traditional machine learning algorithms for detecting risk 

factors from unstructured clinical text notes. 

• Aim 3: Investigating novel deep learning algorithms for building disease 

detection models. 

• Aim 4: Improving the performance of the traditional machine learning and the 

recent deep learning models with novel pre-processing and post-processing 

approaches.  

1.8 Approach and Methodology 

The approach and methodology used for achieving the above-mentioned aims and 

objectives are as outlined below. 

• Formulate the problem of detection of chronic disease risk factors from 

unstructured clinical text documents as a text classification problem at the 

document level and sentence level. 
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• Develop novel text features and machine learning algorithms to address the 

complexities of unstructured clinical text notes appropriately.  

• Use different publicly available benchmark datasets with increasing complexity 

to evaluate the text features and machine learning algorithms for different disease 

contexts and use case settings, such as: 

o Use of I2B2 smoking challenge dataset [21] for smoking status 

detection.   

o Use of I2B2 Obesity dataset [22] for detecting obesity and comorbidity 

detection. 

o    Use of I2B2 Cardiovascular dataset [23] for detecting cardiovascular 

disease risk factors. 

• Use a wide set of performance measures (used by i2b2 Challenge organizers) and 

well established in the machine learning research community, for the evaluation 

of the proposed text features and different machine learning techniques, including 

detection accuracy, true positive and false-positive rates, precision, recall, F-

ratio/F1-score, confusion matrix, ROC (receiver operating characteristic), AUC 

(Area under the curve), and micro-averaged and macro-averaged versions of these 

metrics. 

The details of the computational framework developed and experimental evaluation work 

for each of these contributions are presented in the contribution chapters (Chapter 3-7) of this 

thesis.  
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1.9 Innovative and Original Contributions 

To identify disease status, i.e. the sensitive privacy preserved PHI information extraction, 

traditional computational techniques use data-driven empirical modeling approaches from 

structured hospital databases. However, for information extraction from unstructured de-

identified clinical text documents, similar methods based on traditional NLP/text mining 

methods, lead to poor outcomes, due to a need for significant manual efforts, and handcrafting 

the hyper-parameters and laborious feature engineering, that they can be hardly classified as 

fully automated techniques. One of the innovative contributions made in this work is to develop 

text features and learning approaches that require minimum manual handcrafting and feature 

engineering, with fully automated learning approaches. The results from the experimental 

evaluation of each disease detection model proposed, shows that this strategy can result in 

improved performance as compared to the previously proposed methods and participating 

systems for benchmark shared tasks for publicly available i2b2 clinical NLP challenge datasets.  

To be a specific end, the innovative contributions made in this thesis can be categorized as: 

• Development of a sentence level and document level classification 

approach based on traditional machine learning models for different 

clinical use case settings. This is described in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. 

•  Development of novel deep learning models for document-level 

classification for detecting the risk factors of a disease, presented in 

Chapter 6. 

• The development of sentence-level disease detection models based on 

deep learning and novel pre-processing and post-processing methods is 

presented in Chapter 7.  
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These innovative contributions have resulted in better performance of chronic disease status 

and risk factor detection from unstructured hospital discharge summaries. To the best of our 

knowledge, none of the prior research works have focussed on a comprehensive computational 

framework development for identifying the disease status and associated risk factors from de-

identified medical records. The results from these findings were published in several 

International peer-reviewed conferences listed below.  

1. K. Rajput, G. Chetty, and R. Davey, "Risk Factors Identification for Heart Disease in 

Unstructured Dataset using Deep Learning Approach," 2019 International Conference 

on Data Mining Workshops (ICDMW), Beijing, China, 2019, pp. 1056-1059, doi: 

10.1109/ICDMW.2019.00154.  

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/895558 

2. K. Rajput, G. Chetty and R. Davey, "Obesity and Co-Morbidity Detection in Clinical 

Text Using Deep Learning and Machine Learning Techniques," 2018 5th Asia-Pacific 

World Congress on Computer Science and Engineering (APWC on CSE), Nadi, Fiji, 

2018, pp. 51-56, doi: 10.1109/APWConCSE.2018.00017.   

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8853828 

 

3. K. Rajput, G. Chetty and R. Davey, "Performance Analysis of Deep Neural Models 

for Automatic Identification of Disease Status," 2018 International Conference on 

Machine Learning and Data Engineering (iCMLDE), Sydney, Australia, 2018, pp. 136-

141, doi: 10.1109/iCMLDE.2018.00033. 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8614016 

4. K. Rajput, G. Chetty and R. Davey, "Deep Neural Models for Chronic Disease Status 

Detection in Free Text Clinical Records," 2018 IEEE International Conference on Data 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/895558
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8853828
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8614016
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Mining Workshops (ICDMW), Singapore, Singapore, 2018, pp. 864-869, doi: 

10.1109/ICDMW.2018.00127. https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8637453 

 

5. K. Rajput, G. Chetty and R. Davey, "PHIs (Protected Health Information) 

identification from free text clinical records based on machine learning," 2017 IEEE 

Symposium Series on Computational Intelligence (SSCI), Honolulu, HI, 2017, pp. 1-9, 

doi:10.1109/SSCI.2017.8285286. 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8285286 

1.10  Thesis Road Map 

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the background literature and 

related work are reviewed. Chapter 3 focuses on developing smoking status detection models 

based on text classification approach at sentence level segmentation, using traditional machine 

learning techniques. In Chapter 4, the document-level text segmentation and classification 

approach was examined for cardiovascular disease settings. The emphasis in Chapter 5 was on 

investigating new deep learning models for building document-level text classification models, 

for detecting different types of chronic disease risk factors, including smoking, obesity, 

coronary artery disease (CAD), obesity, and diabetes. Chapter 6 objective is on building deep 

learning models with document level segmentation for different chronic disease settings. 

Chapter 7 focuses on attempts to improve the performance of deep learning models with 

sentence-level processing and additional pre-processing and post-processing approaches for 

risk factor detection for different chronic diseases. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and provides 

directions for further work on extending the research.  

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8637453
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8285286
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1.11    Conclusion 

This Chapter has provided an overview of the entire thesis and involves defining the research 

problem, reviewing the background, and presenting the rationale, significance, and motivation, 

identifying the research gap, formulation of research questions, defining the aims and 

objectives, identifying approach and methodology for addressing the research questions, 

innovative research contributions from this work, and providing a road map for the thesis. The 

next chapter presents the literature review and background work related to this thesis.
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2.CHAPTER TWO 

Literature Review 

2.1 Overview 

In this Chapter a review of the literature and prior research on de-identification and clinical 

text processing is presented, the research gap is identified, and the rationale for choosing the 

line of investigation for the research reported in this thesis is discussed. After this brief review 

of related work done, the details of the design and development of the proposed computational 

framework for chronic disease risk factor detection and identification are described. 

2.2 Background 

A chronic condition is a health condition or disease that is persistent and whose effects are 

long-lasting. It has a major adverse effect on the quality of life of the individual who is affected 

by it. Diabetes, Asthma, Cancer, COPD, CKD, and Heart Disease are some of the major chronic 

conditions the world is facing today. It has been found that chronic diseases are the major cause 

of mortality, and according to the World Health Organization report [1], in the year 2005, there 

were 58 million deaths out of which 35 million were due to chronic diseases. They are currently 

the major cause of death among adults all over the world. 

Chronic conditions are critical not only because of their high mortality rate but also because of 

the cost associated with them. The majority of US economic and health care costs associated 

with the health condition are primarily because of chronic diseases and the associated health 

risk behaviors. CDC survey shows that the total costs of heart disease and stroke in 2010 were 
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estimated to be $315.4 billion; costs involved in diabetes were estimated to be $245 billion and 

cancer care costs were estimated to be $157 billion. Chronic diseases can impact population 

health significantly, as they can afflict a large portion of the population for long periods of 

time. This can adversely affect the wellbeing of many and constitutes a large portion of the 

healthcare system and delivery costs. It is estimated that at a global level, for the people aged 

55 to 74, the prevalence of multiple co-morbidities (the presence of 2 or more chronic diseases) 

is around 60% [1]. Several studies have reported that more than half of those suffering from 

chronic conditions have more than one chronic condition [2]. Chronic disease accounts for 37 

percent of hospitalizations and puts an enormous burden on the health system. A report from 

the Grattan Institute put the cost of preventable hospital admissions due to “ineffective 

management” of chronic disease at $320 million a year. Further, ineffective management of 

chronic diseases often has indirect costs as well, including, the costs incurred from loss of 

productivity [3], and increase risk of adverse events (CAD or stroke events), which amount to 

around three-quarters of all deaths in the country [4]. Additionally, the emergency departments 

are at extreme stress and there are increased hospitalizations, as those suffering from chronic 

diseases are more frequent users of emergency departments and tend to be hospitalized more 

often than those without chronic conditions [5]. 

Efficient surveillance and management of chronic disease are essential for understanding the 

burden of chronic disease and reducing adverse CVD/CAD (Cardiovascular Disease / Coronary 

Artery Disease) or stroke events which result in more deaths. An effective chronic disease risk 

factor detection and identification framework can support better health services delivery, 

improved resource allocation, better tracking of populations of interest for timely interventions, 

and allows enhanced monitoring of trends of disease over time [6]. An efficient and effective 

chronic disease management can be achieved only with a large volume of quality data, and the 

availability of quality tools for accurate detection, monitoring, and tracking of patients’ health. 

https://www.agedcareinsite.com.au/2019/07/the-cost-of-chronic-disease-in-australia-abcs-7-30-report/#:~:text=Chronic%20disease%20accounts%20for%2037,at%20%24320%20million%20a%20year.
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Traditionally, these data sources are maintained and stored at primary care physician’s 

reimbursement records (aka Medicare records maintained by GP). In addition, any specialist 

referrals, vital parameter checks with pathology and radiology tests are maintained by a similar 

but another provider electronic medical record (EMR) system and can serve as the secondary 

source of data. Combining the data from these multiple sources, for a better understanding of 

chronic disease status, and assessing the short term and long-term risk of other major adverse 

health event happening is normally done by the primary, secondary, and tertiary care team, and 

a pro-active disease monitoring plan for the patient is devised. In this entire chain of complex 

surveillance and tracking of chronic disease, there is very little support available from 

automated computer-based technologies and tools for supporting the clinical specialists. Most 

of the hindsight, insight, and foresight about the disease and the patient must be handled by the 

human physicians’ team, leading to increased costs and poor outcomes, as the rate at which 

chronic diseases prevalence is increasing among the human population, is much higher than 

the availability of specialists and physicians.  

2.3 Related Work 

Many studies have been carried out at applying appropriate empirical and rule-based 

approaches to embed the physicians’ knowledge and expertise using EHR (Electronic Health 

Records) and EMR (Electronic Medical Record) data in chronic disease surveillance. Most of 

these studies use the structured part of the patient data from the EHR and EMR records and 

leave the unstructured notes, summaries, and notes, which actually contain the physician’s 

insight and narrative on several aspects, and if used in conjunction with the structured part can 

lead to better health outcomes.  
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The use of unstructured free text part of clinical notes in EMR/EHR systems requires Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) and text mining techniques to extract meaning and inference and 

build assistive technologies so that computers can provide some decision support. There has 

not been much work done in automated clinical text processing, though there is significant 

progress in text mining for other application settings, such as retails, hospitality, transportation, 

and entertainment. However, this work is also limited to sentiment analysis from short snippets 

of text entered by customers on their experience with the service provider. There are several 

CRM systems available commercially (Amazon.com, Netflix, Uber for example). The NLP 

text processing of clinical discharge notes and narratives is much complex than simple 

sentiment analysis approaches, leading to extensive reliance on human experts or weak 

approaches currently available for automatic computer-based clinical text interpretation.  Most 

of the work on the application of NLP techniques to medical reports’ narratives is based on 

rule-based approaches, including, those that provide syndromic surveillance [5], develop 

patient problem lists [6], aid decision support [7], and assign billing codes [8]. Also, to utilize 

the clinical free-text data sources there is a need to ensure that the data privacy standards are 

not being compromised. The data custodian needs to establish that an anonymized version of 

the data is published, that protects the privacy of the individual [67]. As per the Health 

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA), a dataset is said to have private 

information if it contains 18 specific categories of information, this is shown in Table 2.1. 

The benefits of the clinical open datasets are widely known but privacy concerns have acted as 

a hindrance in the creation and sharing of the unstructured clinical datasets [68]. The 

identification of the PHIs in the clinical notes, and de-identification of these PHI’s was 

considered as the most important issue, and most of the research focus in the previous work 

had been to address this problem. However, many of these approaches for de-identification 

were manual, and are time-consuming, expensive [69], and unreliable, resulting in poor 
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performance of the model [70]. Some of these methods proposed are discussed in the next 

Section. 

Table 2.1: PHI types defined by HIPAA Standards 

 

2.4 Prior Work  

The majority of the prior work done on processing unstructured clinical notes, mainly focussed 

on de-identification of personal information, storage, and archival, and not on utilizing these 

unstructured de-identified records for developing disease surveillance and management plan 

for patients. Identifying the PHIs manually and de-identifying them, by scanning the corpus of 

the medical records line by line was the focus for utilizing the unstructured notes, and even 

those prior methods proposed and validated with shared task datasets from Clinical NLP 

Challenge tasks, such as i2b2 clinical NLP Challenge, SemEval Challenge and MIMIC 

Challenge were based on methods requiring continuous human involvement, such as those 

based on pattern matching using lookup tables, regular expressions, and string-matching 

techniques. Some of these methods are reviewed here. Douglass and Neamatullah [18,69,70] 

https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/Obesity/
https://alt.qcri.org/semeval2020/
https://mimic.physionet.org/
https://mimic.physionet.org/
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proposed an automated pattern-matching de-identification algorithm that can be used for most 

free-text medical records. This algorithm was based on lexical look-up tables, regular 

expressions, simple heuristics, and extended PHI set for names of the doctor and for dates. A 

similar lookup technique was proposed by Taira et al. [53] to identify a patient’s name as a PHI 

from different types of clinical records, including discharge summaries, clinical notes, and 

operative/surgical reports from pediatric urology records [18,70]. This algorithm works by 

scanning each sentence in the clinical note and comparing it with a vocabulary of first name 

and last name, and with a set of semantic constraints,  and assigns the probabilities, that the 

given word represents a name. Another method based on lexicon was developed by Thomas et 

al. [55] and was tested on pathology reports. In this method, potential names were identified 

based on a lexicon of over a million names and Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) 

thesaurus[18],  which acts like a spell checker dictionary to reduce the noise in the data, and 

by using the context-based rules, it was possible to correctly classify the classes.  Miller et al. 

[71] developed a scrubbing system to de-identify proper names from the free text system. This 

system was used in pathology reports, the PHI, in this case, was the proper names,  identified 

from the available list in conjunction with the names that had prefixes or suffixes of keywords 

like “Dr.” Or “Hospital” [18]. Thereafter tokens were used to replace the identified names. A 

de-identification technique that was based on lookup tables and that requires specialized 

knowledge of the PHIs were developed by Sweeney [50]. The author named it a scrub system 

that attempts to identify the PHI’s based on templates and lookup tables that are created based 

on specialized knowledge. In addition to the above tool, Sweeney developed a system named 

data fly [51] with the intention to scrub preference-based fields (which gives more flexibility) 

based on user-specific profiles. 

A scrub system developed by Sweeney [72] helped in the removal of only explicit identifiers 

but this process did not ensure anonymity.  Thereafter a de-identifying mechanism was 
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developed for the structured databases which de-identifies entity-specific data [18]. This was 

known as Datafly-II. According to Sweeney, the Datafly-II can remove too much useful 

information. The exact outcome of this system is unknown. Later, Sweeney developed a μ-

Argus system that is based on using each attribute in the text and resulted in a low frequency 

of useful information removal. The k-similar algorithm developed by Sweeney[52] divides the 

text into a group of words, each group consists of k or more similar finite order list of words. 

This algorithm performed better as compared to previously developed algorithms. 

Gupta et al. [33] developed a de-identification tool that uses text analysis algorithms and is 

based on complex dictionary combinations. The approach used by Gupta has two stages. In the 

first stage, the author’s algorithm identifies all the non-PHI phrases and in the second stage 

after identification of the Non-PHI’s, the left-out phrases are determined as PHIs which were 

replaced by de-identified tags. According to the author, the medical phrases were identified 

with the help of the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)[73] and a National Institutes 

of Health (NIH)-a sponsored collection of medical vocabularies. 

A technique developed by Ruch et al. [74] for post-operative reports, laboratory and test results, 

and discharge summaries uses sophisticated natural language techniques to tag words that have 

appropriate parts of speech and specialized semantic categories. The author uses contextual 

rules which are implemented by a finite state machine, these rules are based on tags that were 

assigned to text by natural language technique, and finally, the algorithm identifies the PHI 

based on the tags. This technique was developed purely for the documents written in French. 

A concept-match scrubbing model was developed by Berman [75] for pathology reports and 

parsed each sentence of the report into the UMLS thesaurus. All the identifiable PHI’s were 

replaced by a blocking symbol. Berman experienced that this model was producing the output 

which is hard to read as most of the text was replaced by blocking symbol therefore, he 

introduced a new scrubber algorithm which is based on word pair [76]. In this approach, a list 
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of approved identifier-free doublets was used and matched with every possible word pair in the 

text [18]. This approach showed somewhat improved results but still blocked much useful 

information. 

Another model which was introduced to protect health indicators is based on differential 

privacy [67]. This technique ensures that updating the database should not impact the resultant 

analysis. Although this technique gained a lot of attention, it failed to respond to the concerns 

which were raised on the differential privacy verification and performance of the algorithm 

when applied to numeric data[77][78][79]. There were also concerns about the working of the 

model that assumes that individuals are independent of each other [67]. 

Szarvas [80] introduced a machine learning model that was intended to be used in semi-

structured documents like discharge summaries. This is an iterative model and based on lookup 

tables that stored information like Hospital names etc. This model performed well but unable 

to correctly classify few classes like Doctor, Hospital, Location mainly because the lookup 

tables were not having the required information and due to the impact of data sparseness. Also, 

the classes like date were confused with Dosage class. 

2.5 Research Gap  

As can be seen from the review of related and prior work,  much of the focus by the research 

community was on de-identification of the PHI fields in the medical records and was aimed at 

addressing the general data-privacy concerns of the community,  on ensuring the personal 

private information of the patients is not revealed. The problem of devising a useful disease 

surveillance strategy and identifying disease-related information available from this rich and 

heavily de-identified text has been ill-addressed in most of the prior work done in this area. As 
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indicated before, there are several sophisticated methods available for disease status 

identification and tracking, and risk factor identification from structured medical databases 

with numeric attributes, and there are several NLP text processing methods proposed for non-

medical text analysis, especially for e-commerce and retail type application settings for 

sentiment analysis and product marketing. However, for the medical text, particularly for 

unstructured clinical notes, which are available in a de-identified format, many of the 

approaches used are still archaic, and are rule-based, slow, time-consuming, and have poor 

performance. This could be due to the difficulty in applying standard NLP/text processing 

approaches to unstructured and de-identified clinical notes, with medical jargon, use of 

extensive short-hand and abbreviated representation of medical phrases by the clinical 

community in their notes, and lack of appropriate language dictionaries for building the fully 

automated systems for disease status identification and classification. Due to a large amount of 

clinical data getting collected in medical databases, there is an urgent need to develop efficient 

automatic approaches and utilize this rich data available in these databases (though in poor 

form and structure due to de-identification, and extensive use of jargon, and abbreviated 

representations), and build appropriate computer-based disease surveillance frameworks and 

decision support tools, that can lead to better health outcomes.  

This thesis proposes a novel computational framework to address these shortcomings in the 

current state of the art in this field. The innovative algorithmic models for the proposed 

framework use the poorly structured and complex de-identified clinical text records and 

leverage the power of machine learning, text processing, and deep learning to build computer-

based prediction and decision support tools for building disease detection and risk assessment 

models. The iterative development, implementation, and evaluation/validation of the proposed 

computational framework and algorithmic models done are being presented in the next few 

Chapters of the thesis.  
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2.6 Conclusion 

This chapter presented a review of relevant literature and related work and has set the 

background for determining the line of investigation for this research. First, the prior work on 

structured medical records and related work on de-identification approaches reported in the 

research literature was discussed. Based on the review of the earlier studies in the related area, 

problems that need to be addressed for improving the state of the art, and identification of a 

strategy in terms of design and development of an innovative computational framework for 

chronic disease status detection and risk factor identification to address this gap was identified. 

The next chapter describes the details of the contributions towards algorithmic model 

development with sentence-level segmentation of clinical notes, and traditional machine 

learning models,  for risk factor identification, and serves as the performance baseline for the 

rest of the research contributions in this thesis. 
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3.CHAPTER THREE 

Sentence Level Disease Detection Models 
 

3.1 Overview 

 

This chapter provides details about sentence-level disease detection models developed using 

traditional machine learning, and data pre-processing steps used to obtain sentence-level 

segmentation data, which can then be used effectively and efficiently by machine learning 

algorithms.  The next section described the datasets used in this chapter, and the pre-processing 

steps involved to extract sentence-level descriptors from the datasets. 

3.2 Dataset Description and Pre-processing 
 

The experiments which were done for evaluation and validation involved pre-processing of the 

datasets. This pre-processing involved preparing the dataset to efficiently train the machine 

learning algorithms. The descriptions of datasets used, and the details of pre-processing done 

are described in the next few Sections. 

3.3 Dataset Source 

The datasets were sourced from i2b2 which is an abbreviation of Informatics for Integrating 

Biology & the Bedside.  The dataset is available in an unstructured format, this dataset is de-

identified and hence available to researchers as it is not evading any patient’s privacy. 

What is an unstructured dataset? 

Unstructured data are like a human language i.e. there could different ways to express an 

expression. A good example is clinical notes which do not fit into relational databases.  
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 3.3.1 Smoking Status Detection Dataset Pre-

Processing 

For smoking status detection, the NLP Data Set #1C, which is a subset of the 2006 i2b2 

Smoking Challenge dataset was used.  This subset consists of 889 (N = 502) de-identified 

discharge summaries, with smoking challenge annotations, made available by challenge 

organizers as the training and test sets and ground truth. The data file for each patient’s record 

is available in XML format as shown below: 

<ROOT> 

<RECORD ID="Number"> 

<SMOKING STATUS="Status"></SMOKING> 

<TEXT> “Clinical notes”</TEXT> 

</RECORD> 

<ROOT> 

The record id depicts a unique patient id that is associated with every single patient. The 

smoking status refers to the current smoking status of the patient. There was four smoking 

status that was associated with the records in this corpus namely, Current Smoker, Non-Smoker, 

Unknown and Past Smoker. In the text node, clinical notes were recorded. 

Different approaches can be used to pre- process this data. First, the four classes were created 

based on smoking status annotation available for each record; The clinical notes part of each 

record were stored in a text file and the unique record id was used for naming the text file. 

https://portal.dbmi.hms.harvard.edu/projects/n2c2-nlp/
https://portal.dbmi.hms.harvard.edu/projects/n2c2-nlp/
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Thereafter these files were stored in a folder corresponding to each smoking status class. Figure 

3.1 and 3.2 shows the detailed schematic of the pre-processing workflow. 

 

         Figure 3.1: The pre-processing of i2b2 NLP Smoking status data subset #C records 

 

After the below step, the clinical notes which are stored in text files for each class are converted 

into attributes for that class. This implies that all the information which was stored in form of 

sentences is now stored as words i.e attributes of that class. For example, if the sentence in 

record 1 which belongs to Class A is “New patient in the ward”, this will have five attributes 

namely New, patient, in, the, ward which will belong to Class A. 
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Figure 3.2: The pre-processing of i2b2 NLP Smoking status data subset #C records 

 

3.3.2 Obesity Status Detection Dataset Pre-

Processing 
 

For obesity status detection, the annotated training and testing subset of the data from the 2008 

NLP i2b2 Obesity Challenge was used.  These datasets were available in two XML files, one 

https://portal.dbmi.hms.harvard.edu/projects/n2c2-nlp/
https://portal.dbmi.hms.harvard.edu/projects/n2c2-nlp/
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containing the clinical notes, and another with their intuitive judgement results. The structure 

of these XML files is as shown below: 

Clinical notes XML (A) 
<root> 
        <doc id="1"> 
          <text>  Clinical Notes 
         </text> 
     </doc> 
</root> 
 
Intuitive Judgement XML (B) 
<diseaseset> 
  <diseases source="intuitive"> 
     <disease name="Asthma"> 
        <doc id="1" judgment="N"/> 
        <doc id="2" judgment="Y"/> 
      </disease> 
   </diseases> 
</diseaseset> 
 

 

Dataset A had the patient’s id and their clinical notes. On the other hand, dataset B had a 

decision/judgment/analysis of the clinical notes i.e. the judgment attribute stores the result of 

whether the patient has got the disease or not, this is stored in Y or N format. 

To analyze the whole dataset, both these subsets need to be brought together for building the 

models. The two XML files were merged with the help of SQL server integration services 

(SSIS) tools, resulting in a flat table, which was then used for further processing for model 

building.  The data flow for the SSIS involves merging the information from two XML files 

and the creation of a binary table, which stores individual disease status for every patient 

identification. Figure 3.3 shows the SSIS dataflow schematic. 
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Figure 3.3: The pre-processing of i2b2 NLP Smoking status data subset #C records 

The structure of the table is designed specifically to deal with this obesity dataset and records 

all the comorbidity of an individual patient in a single row. All the comorbidities are records 

as binary 0 or 1 where 0 implies absence and 1 implies presence of the comorbidity. The output 

table, as shown in Table 3.1, was named a binary table as it shows the existence or non- 

existence of the disease.  

Table 3.1: Schematic of the binary table for 2008 i2b2NLP Dataset for detecting Obesity 

 

Now we have the source table ready for the analysis. The aim of this experiment was to 

compare two classes Obesity and Non-obesity, from the above data classes were created i.e 

obesity and non-obesity, and clinical notes were stored in respective classes. Thereafter the 

data pre-processing steps (as described in the previous experiment) were initiated. 

For performing extended experiments, another data table was prepared for identifying co-

morbidities for those patients, who have been diagnosed as obese. The classes for this data 

table were defined as A and B (shown in Table 3.2). 
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Table 3.2: Schematic of the binary table for 2008 i2b2NLP Dataset for detecting Co-

morbidities for those patients detected with Obesity 

 

 

3.3.3 Cardiovascular Disease Detection Dataset Pre-

Processing 
 

For cardiovascular disease status detection, the annotated training and testing subsets of the 

data from the 2014 NLP i2b2 CVD Challenge was used. There were 1304 diabetic patient’s 

records in XML format. The tags and attributes were used to indicate the presence and 

progression of disease (diabetes, heart disease), associated risk factors (hypertension, 

hyperlipidaemia, smoking status, and obesity status), and the time they were present in the 

patient's medical history. Each of the diseases and risk factors has its own set of indicators that 

we will use to identify whether the disease or risk factor is present for that patient, and when it 

is present. As an example, Obesity disease has got indicators as shown in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: Example of Indicators and its descriptions for 2014 i2b2NLP Dataset for 

Cardiovascular disease detection 

 

 

The descriptions for each disease mentioned in the patient’s records were extracted and stored 

separately, resulting in the separate text file for all disease statuses containing the list of all the 

descriptions mentions in clinical notes. The patient’s description in the text tag was extracted 

https://portal.dbmi.hms.harvard.edu/projects/n2c2-2014/
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and stored in text files. These text files were stored in their respective disease class i.e. if the 

patient has identified with obesity then the text file is stored in the Obesity class else it will be 

stored in the non-obesity class.  

In addition, risk factors for each disease we had document creation time (DCT) namely Before 

DCT, After DCT, During DCT. The patient’s text was extracted and stored in respective time 

categories. For the experimentation purpose Before DCT was combined with After DCT and 

During DCT (After + During). 

3.4 Data Cleaning 
 

3.4.1 Lower Case 
 

There were instances where attributes created were having duplicate existence but 

similar meaning. This was happening because the clinical notes were not case-sensitive. 

To avoid this issue all the attributes were converted into lower case. 

3.4.2 Min term frequency 
 

The attributes which have got occurrence of less than two were removed from the 

analysis. For example, if the attribute “huge” appeared only once in the class this 

implies that it is the least important factor to decide correct classification therefore a 

decision of removing such attributes was implemented. 
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3.4.3 Tokenizer 

An alphabet tokenizer was used which helps in creating attributes that have non-

numeric characteristics. This helped in removing all the dates and numbers which 

were practically not required to classify a class. 

3.4.4Stemming  
 

Stemming is the process of reducing inflected (or sometimes derived) words to their 

word stem [53]. As an example, a stemming algorithm reduces the words "typing", 

"typed" to the root word, "type". In these experiments, Snowball stemmer algorithm is 

used. 

 

3.4.5Removal of Stop words 
 

The commonly used words in the English language were removed from the analysis. 

A list of stop words was created that acts as a lookup table and are prevented from 

attribute creation. After performing the data cleaning steps outlined above, model 

building and testing were done.   

 

3.5 Experimental Work and Results 
 

Different sets of experiments were performed to detect the disease status from de-identified 

clinical text data.  
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(1) The first set of experiments were aimed at evaluating different text features, and 

compare traditional shallow learning and the new deep learning approaches proposed 

in this work, on three different publicly available challenge datasets as follows:  

• The I2B2 smoking challenge dataset [21] for smoking status detection.   

• The I2B2 Obesity dataset [22] for detecting obesity status. 

• The I2B2 Cardiovascular dataset [23] for detecting smoking status as a 

risk factor from de-identified clinical narratives. 

(2) The next set of experimental work involved the evaluation of an enhanced 

algorithmic framework based on deep machine learning for the same datasets as in 

(1) above. 

The details of each set of experimental evaluation tasks are as described in the next 

Section. 

3.5.1 Experimental Evaluation using 

Shallow/Traditional Machine learning 
 

3.5.1.1 Smoking status detection 

 

For this task, the aim was to detect the smoking status from de-identified clinical text. 

The task of automated patient smoking status detection was to accurately classify a patient with 

one of five categories: smoker, current smoker, past smoker, NONSMOKER, and UNKNOWN 

using progressive binary. We developed a rule-based multi-level cascaded classification 

approach for segmenting different smoker categories. To build this classifier, we used the 

annotations provided by challenge organizers in assigning the class label for smoking status 

for each sentence. Figure 3.4 illustrates this scheme. 
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Figure 3.4: Multi-level cascaded classification scheme for smoking status detection 

 

In this classification scheme, Level 1 classifies sentences as unknown or smoking-related 

(an umbrella category for a non-smoker, past smoker, current smoker, and smoker). All 

sentences labeled smoking-related are passed on to Level 2. Level 2 applies a negation 

detection algorithm to find the non-smoker category. Sentences not marked as a non-smoker 

by Level 2 are passed to Level 3. Level 3 assigns current smoker, past smoker, and the generic 

smoker categories by performing temporal resolution. After each sentence in a document is 

classified, we apply precedence rules to assign the document level smoking status. The 

category current smoker is given the highest status, followed by the past smoker, smoker, non-

smoker, and unknown. 

The dataset used for this stage was the i2b2 de-identified Smoking challenge dataset [21]. 

The deidentified text documents were pre-processed to extract sentences, and word-level 

features were extracted using the Word2Vec feature extraction technique. To reduce the 

redundancy and dimensionality of features, a correlation-based feature selection technique was 

used before building the classifier models. To do a comparative evaluation of previously 

reported classifier techniques, we examined different types of shallow learning classifiers, 

including PART, Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, and Hoeffding Tree classifiers. For all the 

experiments, a stratified 5-fold classification technique was used, which partitions 4-fold data 

for training and 1-fold data for testing. Further, we examined the influence of unbalanced data 

sizes for different classes, and challenges of multiclass classification with imbalance data sizes, 
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to assess the robustness of the classifiers in dealing with unbalanced data situation ( a normal 

scenario for the clinical environment, with more records available for healthy controls and few 

records with disease status). Table 3.4 shows the number of datasets used in different 

experiments from each class(smoker, non-smoking, past smoker…), and the results obtained 

for the smoking status detection in terms of detection/recognition accuracy, without feature 

selection is shown in Table 3.5 and Figure 3.6 for different sets of experiments. This feature 

selection technique selects the most significant attributes, by evaluating the worth of an 

attribute by measuring the information gain with respect to the class. 

Table 3.4: Number of records used for each class for different experiments for examining the 

effect of imbalance 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Performance – Smoking status (Without feature selection) 
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Table 3.5: Performance – Smoking status (Without feature selection) 

 

 

For all the experiments shown in Table 3.5, there was no feature selection done, and the 

complete set of word2vec features were used to build the model. This experiment also shows 

how the performance varies with the size of the data sets used for building the model, the 

number of classes that need to be detected, and the impact of class imbalance on the detection 

performance.  The best performance achieved is with the PART classifier.  

These experiments were run again with feature selection. The results are shown in Table 

3.6 and Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6: Performance – Smoking status (With feature selection based on information gain 

criteria) 
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Table 3.6: Performance – Smoking status (With feature selection) 

 

              

Experimental results shown in Table 3.6 uses attribute selection based on information 

gain criteria, and for a similar set of experimental settings (Table 3.5), it should be noted that 

the detection accuracy improves significantly for all classifiers but the two best performers are 

the Hoeffding tree with experimental settings corresponding to Experiment 3.6 ( 2 class 

detection (smoking vs. unknown, with balanced records in each class, and large data size - 80 

records in each class), and Naïve Bayes with experimental settings corresponding to 

experiment 4, which is  3 class detection (current smoker, past smoker and unknown) with 

balanced records in each class – 35 records each. Figure 3.7 shows the other important 

performance measures for each smoking class detection, in terms of precision, recall, and the 

true positives, false positives, true negatives, and false negatives. 

 

Figure 3.7. Precision vs. Recall for smoking status detection 
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3.5.1.2 Obesity and Co-morbidity detection task 

 

The dataset used for this task for the proposed computational framework uses the i2b2 

challenge dataset for identifying Obesity and Co-morbidity based on clinical text notes. The 

focus of this challenge was to facilitate the development of automatic systems that analyzed 

clinical discharge summary texts and addressed the following question: “Who’s obese and what 

co-morbidities do they (definitely/most likely) have?”. Target diseases included obesity and its 

15 most frequent comorbidities exhibited by patients, while the target labels corresponded to 

expert judgments based on textual evidence and intuition (separately) [22]. 

This publicly available dataset was made available as two XML files; one containing 

patient records and another one with the outcome of the analysis of a medical expert; to analyze 

this data these two XML files were merged into a flat table. As we wanted a two-class 

classification, we created data subsets with two classes: one with patient’s records who were 

judged as having obese disease and another with records of non–obese patients. Similar text 

data pre-processing approach (for extracting word2vec feature vectors at the sentence level) as 

in smoking dataset, and the performance of different learning classifiers in terms of detection 

accuracy and confusion matrix, with and without feature selection was assessed.  Table 3.7 

shows the experiment results for the obesity dataset. It is evident that the PART algorithm 

showed better results when compared with other algorithms. 
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                         Table 3.7: Performance Comparison – Obesity dataset 

 

 

 

3.5.1.2.1 Experimental work for Co-morbidity detection 

 

 While the first set of experiments focussed on detecting Obesity status, the second set of 

experiments was done for co-morbidity detection for those who have been diagnosed as obese 

patients. Three different experiments were conducted which subsets of data that contain co-

morbidity records grouped into two classes A and B. 

Here, Experiment 3 uses records for patients who are obese and are co-morbid with 

depression (B), and obese with one of the comorbidity Venous insufficiency, PVD, or 
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Hypertriglyceridemia (A). This experiment allows segmenting those obese patients co-morbid 

with depression. Likewise, experiment 2 allows segmenting patients who are obese and co-

morbid with Venous insufficiency. And experiment 3 allows segmenting patients who are 

obese and co-morbid with PVD and Obese and co-morbid with Hypertriglyceridemia. The 

experiments for this task were quite challenging due to the sparse data available on co-

morbidities. The performance of automatic detection of co-morbidities for obese patients for 

different learning classifiers, with and without feature selection is shown in Table 3.8 below. 

Table 3.8: Performance of Obesity and Co-morbidity Detection (with and without 
feature selection) 

 

 

3.5.1.3 Cardiovascular risk assessment task 

 

The dataset used for this task is from the i2b2 CVD-2014 challenge task [23]. This dataset 

contains information about the patients that were present or at some stage in life who were 

detected with cardiovascular disease.  This experiment focuses on the classification task to 

identify the smoking status of the patients that were already diagnosed with cardio-vascular 

(CV) disease (to assess the risk of another CV event happening due to smoking). These 

patients’ records were longitudinal: the same patients were represented over multiple 

documents separated by weeks, months, or years. The inclusion of longitudinal records in a 

corpus presents a unique challenge for de-identification: Including massive records from a 
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patient's medical record provides important medical data for clinical research, but it also 

potentially puts the patient at greater risk of being identified. Similar data processing protocol 

as in tasks 1 and 2 (in terms of text pre-processing and word2vec feature vector extraction) was 

used for this task, and the performance of different learning classifiers in terms of recognition 

accuracy and confusion matrix, with and without feature selection was assessed.  Below are 

the experiment results and confusion matrix of the experiments run on this dataset. 

             Table 3.9: Performance comparison – CVD dataset 

 

                     

3.8 Conclusion 
 

This chapter presents the details of the disease status detection based on shallow machine 

learning models. The shallow learning models based on PART, Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, 

and Hoeffding tree serve as the baseline for comparing other innovative approaches proposed 
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in this thesis. While a sentence level segmentation approach was used in this Chapter, requiring 

significant manual data pre-processing efforts, the next Chapter presents details of a document 

level segmentation approach, required minimal pre-processing, for achieving an equivalent 

performance of disease detection models, with traditional machine learning algorithms.
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Smoking Status Detection based on 

Machine Learning 

4.1  Overview 

This Chapter focuses on a new document level segmentation approach, requiring minimal 

manual pre-processing efforts, and used for building smoking status detection models, using 

an automatic document classification approach based on traditional shallow machine learning 

algorithms. Automated document classification can be a powerful technique to aid doctors and 

biomedical researchers by reducing the human effort needed to make repeated decisions 

categorizing samples of text. The goal was to build a model that would classify hospital 

discharge summaries of patients based on their smoker status. This categorization can help 

populate computerized electronic records, report summarization for physicians, assist those 

involved in targeted medical research and/or medical rehabilitation programs. 

4.2  Introduction 

Hospital summaries contain a wealth of data about diagnoses, medications, procedures, etc., 

expressed primarily as narrative text. The narratives do not contain controlled vocabularies, 

and thus allow doctors flexibility of expression and are therefore in the form of fragmented 

English free text, showing the characteristics of a clinical sublanguage. Moreover, several 

clinical terms have multiple meanings such as 'discharge’ can signify either bodily secretion or 

release from a hospital; ‘cold’ can refer to a disease, a temperature sensation, or an 
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environmental condition which makes their linguistic processing, search, and retrieval even 

more challenging.  

The goal of text classification based on the document level processing approach proposed in 

this Chapter is to label a document with a predefined set of categories. Usually, the problem is 

approached as a supervised machine learning problem where classifiers are learned from 

examples in an automated way. Our objective for study in this Chapter is to investigate a high-

performance classifier approach for assigning smoking status to a patient from the clinical text 

based on traditional shallow machine learning techniques. 

4.3  Smoking Dataset 

The data set used for the study in this Chapter was the i2b2 2006 Deidentification and Smoking 

NLP Challenge Dataset. The details of this dataset developed are provided in the challenge task 

site (https://www.i2b2.org)  and are briefly summarised here. The organizers of the shared task 

provided discharge summaries for patients whose smoking status had been previously 

determined by human annotators. These annotators were blind to the true smoking status of the 

patients and were asked to consider: 

• The explicit mention of smoking status in the patient’s discharge 

summary. 

• Any “general knowledge of medicine and common sense” which would 

determine the smoking status. 

Annotators were asked to label each patient as either a “Non-Smoker”, “Current Smoker”, 

“Past Smoker” or simply “Smoker” if temporal information was not present. If the annotator 

was unable to determine the smoking status, the label “Unknown” was assigned.  

https://www.i2b2.org/
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There were 502 de-identified patient discharge summaries containing information like past 

medical history, family history, medications, primary diagnosis, secondary diagnosis, etc. 

Human experts annotated each record with the smoking status of patients based on the 

explicitly stated smoking-related facts in the records and their medical intuitions on all 

information in the records. 

There are were smoking categories: PAST SMOKER, CURRENT SMOKER, SMOKER, 

NON-SMOKER, and UNKNOWN. 

• A Past Smoker is a patient whose discharge summary asserts explicitly 

that the patient was a smoker one year or more ago but who has not 

smoked for at least one year. 

• A Current Smoker is a patient whose discharge summary asserts explicitly 

that the patient was a smoker within the past year. 

• A Smoker is a patient who is either a Current or a Past Smoker but whose 

medical record does not provide enough information to classify the patient 

as either. 

• A Non-Smoker’s discharge summary indicates that they never smoked. 

• An Unknown is a patient whose discharge summary does not mention 

anything about smoking. 

Figure 4.1 below shows the text document for one of the patient record ID 641 for I2B2 2006 

NLP Smoking Challenge Dataset 

<RECORD ID="641"> 

<SMOKING STATUS="CURRENT SMOKER"></SMOKING> 

<TEXT> 

977146916 

HLGMC 

2878891 

022690 

01/27/1997 12:00:00 AM 
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CARCINOMA OF THE COLON . 

Unsigned 

DIS 

Report Status : 

Unsigned 

Please do not go above this box important format codes are contained. 

DISCHARGE SUMMARY 

ARF32 FA 

DISCHARGE SUMMARY NAME : 

GIRRESNET , DIEDREO A 

UNIT NUMBER : 

075-71-01 

ADMISSION DATE : 

01/27/1997 

DISCHARGE DATE : 

01/31/1997 

PRINCIPAL DIAGNOSIS : 

Carcinoma of the colon . 

ASSOCIATED DIAGNOSIS : 

Urinary tract infection , and cirrhosis of the liver . 

HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS : 

The patient is an 80-year-old male , who had a history of colon cancer in the past , resected approximately ten years prior 

to admission , history of heavy alcohol use , who presented with a two week history of poor PO intake , weight loss , and 

was noted to have acute on chronic Hepatitis by chemistries and question of pyelonephritis . 

He lived alone but was driven to the hospital by his son because of reported worsening and general care and 

deconditioning . 

Emergency Department course ; he was evaluated in the emergency room , found to be severely cachectic and jaundiced . 

He was given a liter of normal saline , along with thiamine , folate . 

An abdominal ultrasound was performed showing no stones . 

Chest x-ray revealed clear lungs and then he was admitted to Team C for management . 

PAST MEDICAL HISTORY : 

Cancer , ten years prior to admission , status post resection . 

MEDICATIONS ON ADMISSION : 

Folic acid . 

ALLERGIES : 

None . 

FAMILY HISTORY : 

Not obtained . 

SOCIAL HISTORY : 

Lives in Merca . 

Drinks ginger brandy to excess , pipe and cigar smoker for many years . 

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION : 

In general was a cachectic , jaundiced man . 

bloodpressure : 

124/60 , 97.4 , 84 , 22 for vital signs . 

head , eyes , ears , nose and throat : 

notable for abscess ulcers on the lower gums . 

He was edentulous . 

Neck was supple , lungs were clear except for some scattered mild crackles . 

Cardiac : 

tachycardic with a II / VI systolic ejection murmur . 

Belly was tender in the right upper quadrant . 

Liver edge , thickened abdominal wall was palpable . 

No inguinal nodes . 

Rectal was guaiac negative . 

On mental status exam , he was somnolent but arousable . 
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Oriented to name , year , and hospital . 

Skin was jaundiced . 

LABORATORY DATA : 

Notable for a BUN and creatinine 14 and 1.8 , phosphorous of .5 , magnesium 1.2 , albumin 2.1 . 

elevated liver function tests , bilirubin of 14 direct , 17 total . uric acid 11.4 , alkaline phosphatase 173 , serum glutamic 

oxaloacetic transaminase 309 , amylase 388 . His urinalysis showed 10-20 granular casts and 10-20 white blood cells , 3-5 

red blood cells , 5-10 whites , 3-5 white blood cells cast . 

The white blood cell was 8.5 , hematocrit 34 .platelet count 74 . 

5% bands on differential . prothrombin time 14.9 , partial thromboplastin time 35 . 

HOSPITAL COURSE AND TREATMENT : 

The patient was admitted to the Staviewordna University Of Medical Center . 

His mental status proceeded to decline as he became more sleepy and less arousable and confused . 

His Hepatitis worsened , liver failure progressed with his coagulopathy worsening . 

His renal status also decreased with a drop in urine output , became more shortness of breath as he developed some 

pulmonary edema . 

A head computerized tomography scan was planned to evaluate his change in mental status , but after an extensive 

discussion with the son ,  who felt that he and other family members wanted to maximize the patient &apos;s comforts 

and avoid heroic measures in the event of further  

deterioration , plans were made to make the patient as comfortable as possible . 

He was continued on antibiotics , and oxygen , and morphine , and small amounts of Dopamine , and at 4 AM on January 

31 , was pronounced dead . 

_________________________ AJO C. CUCHKOTE , M.D. 

TR : 

tfv 

DD : 

09/08/1997 

TD : 

10/13/1997 3:47 

Pcc : 

AZEL USANNE WALL , M.D. 

[ report_end ] 

 

 

Figure 0.1: Sample Text Document for the de-identified patient record ID 641 for I2B2 2006 

NLP Smoking Challenge Dataset 

 

4.4  Multi-Layered Document Classifier for Smoking 

Status Detection  

 

A novel multi-layered document classification scheme based on shallow machine learning 

techniques is proposed in this Chapter for detecting smoking status. The aim of the automated 

patient smoking status discovery task was formulated as an accurate classification of a patient 

into one of the five categories: smoker, current smoker, past smoker, non-smoker, and unknown 

based on the patients’ respective medical records, similar to the one shown in Figure 4.1. The 
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text report shown in Figure 4.1 was embedded within a TEXT tag, within the XML record file 

containing record ID, STATUS, and TEXT tag. The TEXT tag contained all the information 

about the patient,  including the history of present illness, medications, procedures, etc, and 

was used as the source text document for the proposed multilevel classification scheme, 

involving NLP text processing and machine learning-based model building. The class label 

was embedded within the STATUS tag, representing five different smoking status classes 

(PAST SMOKER, CURRENT SMOKER, SMOKER, NON-SMOKER, and UNKNOWN). 

One complete record shown in Figure 4.1 for record ID 641 is the document. Instead of splitting 

the document at the sentence level, the entire document was used for building a multi-level 

document-level classifier. To build an entire document-level classifier, we used the entire 

document within the TEXT tag and assigned the STATUS tag as the class label. For a multi-

level classification, we used multiple layers of two-level/ binary classification strategy, as 

shown in Figure 4.2. This strategy addresses the problem of unbalanced data, with a large set 

of documents with UNKNOWN smoker status, and very few documents corresponding to 

SMOKER status. A smoking corpus was built by using all 502 records in the de-identified 

subset of the i2b2 smoking dataset.  As can be seen in Figure 4.2, boxes in yellow are the 

categories and in other colors depict the models, as described next. 

• Model 1 at level 1 classifies documents based on two labels, UNKNOWN 

and KNOWN. KNOWN if they had any text that could be analyzed to 

determine the patient’s smoking status. 'KNOWN' documents contained 

words from the smoking corpus. 

• Model 2 at level 2 uses bi- or trigrams classified document features to 

distinguish whether they smoke or never have smoked. 
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• Model 3 at level 3 further classifies the document based on whether they 

smoke in the present or used to smoke in the past. 

 

Figure 0.2: Multi-layer Document Classifier for Smoking Status Detection 

 

The model building using the proposed multi-layer document classifier scheme for detecting 

smoking status has three layers of document classification (Figure 4.1). Layer 1 classifies the 

documents as unknown smoking status or known smoking status and is an umbrella category 

for all smoking-related categories, including non-smoker, past smoker, and current 

smoker/smoker (The current smoker and smoker categories were merged due to lesser number 

of documents in each class). All documents classified at level 1 with known smoking status are 

passed on to Layer 2. Layer 2 applies a negation detection algorithm to find the non-smoker 

category. Documents not marked as a non-smoker by Layer 2 are passed to Layer 3. Layer 3 

assigns current smoker/smoker and past smoker status by performing temporal resolution.  
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4.5  Pre-processing and NLP Feature Extraction 

The pre-processing and feature extraction from multi-layer document classifier involved the 

following steps: 

1. Creating a merged super dataset by merging and concatenation all subsets of data 

provided by I2B2 2006 NLP Challenge organizers. The concatenated super dataset (502 

records) had the distribution of different smoking categories as shown in Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 0.3: Smoking Status Class Distribution for the concatenated super dataset  

  

2. Text data preparation and cleaning involving the following steps: 

a. Tokenize the text document 

b. Remove a list of stop words (such as "and", "of", and "the")  

c. Lemmatization of POS (part of speech) tagging  

d. Erase punctuation  

3. Extraction of text features from the cleaned document using TF-IDF (term frequency-

inverse document frequency) statistical features.  In a large text corpus, some words 

will be present in greater numbers  (e.g. “the”, “a”, “is” in English is there in every 

sentence), however, carrying very little meaningful information about the actual 

contents of the document. If we were to feed the direct count data directly to a classifier 
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these very frequent terms, they would shadow the frequencies of rarer yet more 

interesting terms. To re-weight, the count features into floating-point values suitable 

for usage by a classifier it is very common to use the TF-IDF transform on the text 

features.  

4. The inclusion of correlated unigrams and bigrams (shown in Figure 4.4) allows the 

combination of medical terms to be tokenized and vectorized appropriately during the 

extraction of TF-IDF statistical NLP text features. 

 

Figure 0.4: n-gram terms most correlate with smoking for TF-IDF feature extraction 

   

The extracted TF-IDF feature sets extracted for each document, for 502 documents from the 

smoking data superset were used for building the machine learning models. The next section 

describes the details of machine learning-based model building for multi-layered document 

classifiers for smoking status detection.  

4.6  Machine Learning Model Development  

The pre-processed TF-IDF feature sets extracted from the smoking datasets were used for 

building the machine learning model. Different types of machine learning models were 

examined based on the machine learning workflow shown in Figure 4.5 below.  
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Figure 0.5: Machine learning workflow for building the smoking status detector model  

 

The four different Machine learning classifier models examined were Random Forest, Naïve 

Bayes, Logistic Regression, and Gradient Boost Classifier techniques, and are briefly explained 

next. 

4.6.1  Random Forest Classifier Model 
 

A random forest classifier is a meta estimator that fits several decision tree classifiers on 

various sub-samples of the dataset and uses averaging to improve the predictive accuracy and 

control over-fitting. Decision trees involve the greedy selection of the best split point from the 

dataset at each step. The greedy selection algorithm makes decision trees susceptible to a high 

variance if they are not pruned. This high variance can be harnessed and reduced by creating 

multiple trees with different samples of the training dataset (different views of the problem) 

and combining their predictions. This approach is called bootstrap aggregation or bagging for 

short. However, bagging has a limitation, since the same greedy algorithm is used to create 

each tree, it is likely that the same or very similar split points will be chosen in each tree making 

the different trees very similar (trees will be correlated). This, in turn, makes their predictions 

similar, mitigating the variance originally sought. By forcing the decision trees to be different 

by limiting the features (rows) randomly,  that the greedy algorithm can evaluate at each split 
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point when creating the tree, results in a new variant of this algorithm, called the Random 

Forest algorithm. Like bagging, multiple samples of the training dataset are taken and a 

different tree trained on each. The difference is that at each point a split is made in the data and 

added to the tree, only a fixed subset of attributes can be considered. For the classification 

problem, the type of problem we examined in this thesis, the number of attributes considered 

for the split was limited to the square root of the number of input features. The result of this 

one small change leads to trees that are more different from each other (uncorrelated), resulting 

in predictions that are more diverse, and the combined prediction often has better performance 

than the single tree or bagging tree alone. 

 

Figure 0.6: Random Classifier model schematic for Smoking Status Detection 

 

To summarise, simple decision trees can suffer from high variance leading to prediction results 

that are fragile to the specific training data used. By building multiple models from samples of 

training data, called bagging, can lead to reduced variance, but the trees are highly correlated. 

Random Forest is an extension of bagging that in addition to building trees based on multiple 

samples of your training data, also constrains the features that can be used to build the trees, 
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forcing trees to be different. This, in turn, can give a lift in performance. Figure 4.6 shows the 

schematic for the random forest classifier model. 

4.6.2  Naïve Bayes Classifier Model 

 

Naïve Bayes classifier algorithm is a family of probabilistic algorithms based on applying 

Bayes’ theorem with the “naive” assumption of conditional independence between every pair 

of a feature. Bayes theorem calculates probability P(c|x) where c is the class of the possible 

outcomes and x is the given instance that must be classified, representing some certain features. 

P(c|x) = P(x|c) * P(c) / P(x) 

Naive Bayes classifiers are also used in natural language processing (NLP) problems, to predict 

the tag of a text. They calculate the probability of each tag/label for a given text and then output 

the tag with the highest one. It is based on a simple (naive) classification method based on the 

Bayes rule and relies on a very simple representation of the document (called the bag of words 

representation), Imagine we have 2 classes ( positive and negative ), and our input is a text 

representing a review of a movie. We want to know whether the review was positive or 

negative. We may have a bag of positive words (e.g. love, amazing, hilarious, great), and a bag 

of negative words (e.g. hate, terrible). We may then count the number of times each of those 

words appears in the document, to classify the document as positive or negative.  

Some of the popular variants of Naïve Bayes Models are: 

•  Gaussian Naïve Bayes: continuous values associated with each feature are assumed 

to be distributed according to a Gaussian distribution. A Gaussian distribution is also 

called Normal distribution. When plotted, it gives a bell-shaped curve that is symmetric 

about the mean of the feature values as shown in Figure 4.7.  
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• Multinomial Naive Bayes: Feature vectors represent the frequencies with which 

certain events have been generated by a multinomial distribution. This is the event 

model typically used for document classification. 

• Bernoulli Naive Bayes: In the multivariate Bernoulli event model, features are 

independent Booleans (binary variables) describing inputs. Like the multinomial 

model, this model is popular for document classification tasks, where binary term 

occurrence(i.e. a word occurs in a document or not) features are used rather than term 

frequencies (i.e. frequency of a word in the document).  

 

Figure 0.7: Naïve Bayes Classifier model schematic for Smoking Status Detection 

 

Some important points to note are that in spite of their apparently over-simplified assumption 

of independence amongst features, Naïve  Bayes classifiers have worked quite well in many 

real-world situations, especially for document classification, and they require a small amount 

of training data to estimate the necessary parameters. Also, Naïve Bayes learners and classifiers 

can be extremely fast compared to more sophisticated methods. The decoupling of the class 

conditional feature distributions means that each distribution can be independently estimated 

as a one-dimensional distribution. This in turn helps to alleviate problems stemming from the 

curse of dimensionality. 
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4.6.3  Logistic Regression Classifier Model 
 

Logistic regression is another technique borrowed by machine learning from the field of 

statistics. It is a popular baseline reference method for binary classification problems (problems 

with two class values) and uses a weighted combination of the input features and passes them 

through a Sigmoid function. The Sigmoid function transforms any real number input, to a 

number between 0 and 1. “Logistic regression” name used for the function, forms the core of 

the method, the logistic function.  

 

Figure 0.8: Logistic Regression Classifier Model 

 

The logistic function, also called the sigmoid function was developed by statisticians to 

describe properties of population growth in ecology, rising quickly and maxing out at the 

carrying capacity of the environment. It is an S-shaped curve that can take any real-valued 

number and map it into a value between 0 and 1, but never exactly at those limits. 
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1 / (1 + e^-value) 

 

Where e is the base of the natural logarithms (Euler’s number) and value is the actual numerical 

value that you want to transform. A plot of the numbers between -5 and 5 transformed into the 

range 0 and 1 using the logistic function is shown in Figure 4.8. 

While Naïve Bayes's modeling assumes that all the variables are independent, it is impractical 

in a real-life language context, because the words in a sentence would be likely to influence 

each other. The logistic regression model is a parametric model where the coefficients are 

learned during the training process. 

4.6.4 Gradient Boost Classifier Model 

 

Gradient Boost Classifier is an ensemble classifier model like the Random Forest Classifier 

described in Section 4.6.1, with the difference in the way ensembling technique is used in each 

of them. When we try to predict the target variable using any machine learning technique, the 

main causes of the difference in actual and predicted values are noise, variance, and bias. 

Ensemble helps to reduce these factors (except noise, which is an irreducible error). An 

ensemble is just a collection of predictors which come together (e.g. mean of all predictions) 

to give a final prediction. The reason we use ensembles is that many different predictors trying 

to predict the same target variable will perform a better job than any single predictor alone. 

Ensembling techniques are further classified into Bagging and Boosting.  

Bagging is a simple ensembling technique in which we build many independent 

predictors/models/learners and combine them using some model averaging techniques. (e.g. 

weighted average, majority vote, or normal average). We typically take random sub-

sample/bootstrap of data for each model, so that all the models are a little different from each 

other. Each observation is chosen with a replacement to be used as input for each of the models. 
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So, each model will have different observations based on the bootstrap process. Because this 

technique takes many uncorrelated learners to make a final model, it reduces error by reducing 

variance. An example of a bagging ensemble is Random Forest, classifier models. 

 

Figure 0.9: Random Forest vs. Gradient Boost Ensemble Classifier Model 

 

Boosting is an ensemble technique in which the predictors are not made independently, but 

sequentially. This technique employs the logic in which the subsequent predictors learn from 

the mistakes of the previous predictors. Therefore, the observations have an unequal probability 

of appearing in subsequent models and the ones with the highest error appear most. The 

observations are not chosen based on the bootstrap process but based on the error. The 

predictors can be chosen from a range of models like decision trees, regressors, classifiers, etc. 

Because new predictors are learning from mistakes committed by previous predictors, it takes 

less time/iterations to reach close to actual predictions. But we must choose the stopping criteria 

carefully or it could lead to overfitting on training data. Gradient Boosting is an example of 

boosting algorithm. Figure 4.9 shows the difference between the ensembling technique used 
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for Random Forest and Gradient Boost classifier models.  The details of the experimental 

evaluation setup, performance measures, and results obtained are described in the next Section. 

4.7  Experimental Evaluation 

Different sets of experiments were performed for the evaluation of the different machine 

learning models described in the previous section for the proposed multi-level smoking status 

detection approach. The publicly available i2b2 2006 NLP challenge shared task de-identified 

dataset for smokers was used for the experimental evaluation. The de-identified data has 

surrogate PHIs instead of true PHI fields (Figure 4.1). Three subsets of data were merged 

together to create an augmented super data set with 502 smoker document records 

(smokers_surrogate_train_all_version2, smokers_surrogate_test_all_version2, 

smokers_surrogate_test_all_groundtruth_version2). The 502 clinical text documents undergo 

pre-processing steps involving cleaning, tokenization, correlated n-gram (unigram and bigram) 

TF-IDF feature vector extraction. As the dataset is highly unbalanced, with 315 records with 

“UNKNOWN” smoking status, 82 records with “NON-SMOKER”, 46 with CURRENT-

SMOKER, 12 with SMOKER, and 47 with PAST SMOKER status,  the conventional multi-

class classifier model for detecting multiple classes will perform poorly. Hence a novel 

approach was developed based on multi-level classification, where multiple layers of cascade 

two-stage binary classification are done, as shown in Figure 4.2. The extracted unigram-bigram 

TF-IDF feature vector sets were used for building the multi-layer smoking status detection 

model. The performance comparison between different machine learning models was done 

using several performance measures, including classification accuracy, precision, recall, F 

measure, ROC-AUC (Receiver Operating Characteristic- Area Under the Curve), and 

confusion matrix. Classification accuracy is the total number of correct predictions divided by 

the total number of predictions made for a dataset. As a performance measure, accuracy is 
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inappropriate for imbalanced classification problems, as is the case for the smoking data here. 

The main reason is that the overwhelming number of examples from the majority class 

(Unknown class in smoking data) will overwhelm the number of examples in the minority 

class, and even unskilful models can achieve accuracy scores of 90 percent, or 99 percent, 

depending on how severe the class imbalance happens to be. Hence, alternate, multiple metrics 

are used to assess the performance of machine learning classifiers, with some of them defined 

as follows:   

• Precision quantifies the number of positive class predictions that belong to the positive 

class. 

• Recall quantifies the number of positive class predictions made from all positive 

examples in the dataset. 

• F-Measure (Also known as F1-Score) provides a single score that balances both the 

concerns of precision and recall in one number. 

The confusion matrix provides more insight into not only the performance of a predictive 

model, but also which classes are being predicted correctly, which incorrectly, and what 

type of errors are being made. The simplest confusion matrix is for a two-class 

classification problem, with negative (class 0) and positive (class 1) classes.  

 

Figure 0.10: Confusion Matrix of a two-class/binary classifier 

For imbalanced classification problems, the majority class is typically referred to as the 

negative outcome, and the minority class is typically referred to as the positive outcome (Figure 

4.10). 
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Precision for an imbalanced classification is defined as a metric that quantifies the number of 

correct positive predictions made. Precision, therefore, calculates the accuracy for the minority 

class. It is calculated as the ratio of correctly predicted positive examples divided by the total 

number of positive examples that were predicted. In an imbalanced classification problem with 

two classes, precision is calculated as the number of true positives divided by the total number 

of true positives and false positives. 

• Precision = True Positives / (True Positives + False Positives) 

The Recall metric, on the other hand, quantifies the number of correct positive predictions 

made from all positive predictions that could have been made. Unlike precision that only 

comments on the correct positive predictions out of all positive predictions, recall provides an 

indication of missed positive predictions. For an imbalanced classification problem with two 

classes (binary classification), recall is calculated as the number of true positives divided by 

the total number of true positives and false negatives. 

• Recall = True Positives / (True Positives + False Negatives) 

So, maximizing precision will minimize the number of false positives, whereas maximizing 

the recall will minimize the number of false negatives. And precision is more appropriate when 

minimizing false positives is the focus, whereas recall is appropriate when minimizing false 

negatives is the focus. Sometimes, we want excellent predictions of the positive class, which 

means we want a high precision and a high recall. This can be challenging, as an increase in 

recall often come at the cost of a decrease in precision. So, instead of picking one measure or 

the other, it is possible to choose a new metric that combines both precisions and recall into 

one score. This is called the F-Measure or F1-Score. Like the classification accuracy measure, 

F-Measure /F1-Score is widely used because it is one single measure used to summarize model 
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performance in terms of precision and recall. It provides a way to combine both precisions and 

recall into a single measure that captures both properties. 

• F-Measure = (2 * Precision * Recall) / (Precision + Recall) 

Sometimes called the F-Score, F-ratio, or the F1-Score, it is a harmonic mean of the two, is one 

of the common metrics used for imbalanced classification problems. Like accuracy, precision, 

recall, and F-Measure, a poor F-Measure score is 0.0 and a best or perfect F-Measure score is 

1.0.  

A final useful tool when predicting the probability of a binary outcome is the Receiver 

Operating Characteristic curve or ROC curve. ROC curve is a plot of the false positive rate (x-

axis) versus the true positive rate (y-axis) for several candidate threshold values between 0.0 

and 1.0. The true positive rate is calculated as the number of true positives divided by the sum 

of the number of true positives and the number of false negatives. It describes how good the 

model is at predicting the positive class when the actual outcome is positive. 

• True Positive Rate = True Positives / (True Positives + False Negatives) 

The true positive rate is also referred to as sensitivity. 

• Sensitivity = True Positives / (True Positives + False Negatives) 

The false-positive rate is calculated as the number of false positives divided by the sum of the 

number of false positives and the number of true negatives. It is also called the false alarm rate 

as it summarizes how often a positive class is predicted when the actual outcome is negative. 

• False Positive Rate = False Positives / (False Positives + True Negatives) 

The false-positive rate is also referred to as the inverted specificity where specificity is the total 

number of true negatives divided by the sum of the number of true negatives and false positives. 
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• Specificity = True Negatives / (True Negatives + False Positives) 

• False Positive Rate = 1 - Specificity 

The ROC curve is a useful tool for a few reasons. The curves of different models can be 

compared directly in general or for different thresholds. The area under the curve (AUC) of the 

ROC curve can be used as a summary of the model skill. 

As the disease classification tasks involve highly imbalanced classification tasks, with a large 

number of normal or negative class instances, and very few diseased cases called positive 

instances or abnormal instances, the performance comparison of different machine learning 

models are done with micro-averaged or macro-averaged versions of different metrics 

discussed, as the absolute or relative accuracy metric is not indicative of classifier performance 

under imbalanced class distribution.   

In this Chapter on smoking status classification for the proposed Multi-layered Smoking 

detector, different performance metrics were used for assessing the overall performance 

horizon of the classifier, including the classification accuracy, precision, recall, F-Measure / 

F1-Score, Confusion Matrix, and ROC-AUC curve in Figure 4.11 to Figure 4.14. However, for 

objective performance comparison, macro-averaged AUC for the ROC curve is used as the 

single metric to score the classifier performance.  

Layer 1 classifies the Smoker status as “Unknown” status or “Known” status, where “Known” 

status is an umbrella class for the rest of the four smoker classes (Not a Smoker, Past smoker, 

current smoker, smoker). As there are very instances of current smokers and smokers, they 

were merged and named as the single-class “Smoker”. At layer 2, the known smoker status is 

classified into “Not a smoker” and “Smoker” classes. At layer 3, the “Smoker” class is 

classified further into “Past smoker” and “Smoker” classes. 
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Figure 0.11: Performance Comparison of Layer 1 Smoking Status Detector 

 

As is evident from Figure 4.11, for Layer 1 Smoking Status Detection, the Gradient Boost 

Classifier is the top-performing classifier in terms of all performance metrics including 

accuracy (95.4%), recall(95.7%), precision(97.8%), F1-Score (96.7%), and AUC_ROC of 

(98.2%), and very few misclassification errors as can be seen from the confusion matrix.  

For the Layer 2 Smoking classifier, where the text which was classified with “Known” smoking 

status in Layer 1 is classified again as the “non-smoker” or “smoker” status. As can be seen 

from Figure 4.12, for Layer Smoking Status Detection, the Gradient Boost Classifier is a top-

performing classifier again with 85% performance efficiency, as assessed with the macro-

averaged AUC_ROC measure. For the Layer 3 classifier, the text document classified as 

Smoker in Layer 2 is classified further into “Past Smoker” or “Current Smoker”. As can be 

seen in Figure 4.13, Gradient Boost Classifier performs best again with a 76.2% ROC_AUC 

score. 
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Figure 0.12: Performance Comparison of Level 2 Smoking Status Detector 

 

Figure 0.13: Performance Comparison of Level 3 Smoking Status Detector 

From Figure 4.11 to Figure 4.13,  which shows the performance achieved for Layer 1, Layer 

2, and Layer 3 classifier performance for the proposed Multi-level smoking status detector, out 
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of 4 classifiers, Gradient Boost Classifier performs best, followed by Random Forest classifier, 

Logistic regression classifier, and Naïve Bayes classifier.   Figure 4.14 shows the ROC curve 

and AUC for each layer detector of the classifier, validating the best performing classifier as 

the Gradient Boost Classifier. 

 

Figure 0.14: ROC curves for Layer 1, 2, and 3 of Multi-level Smoking Status Detector 

As can be seen from the performance comparison shown in Figure 4.11 – 4.13, the ROC Curve 

and AUC metric has been used for scoring the classifier performance as compared to other 

performance measures, due to highly imbalanced classification task, with small positive classes 

and large negative classes (Unknown class). The proposed multi-layer classifier scheme allows 

document-level smoking status detection with consistent performance of each class irrespective 

of the data size available. For example, though there are more instances of unknown smoker 

class as compared to other smoking categories, the Gradient Boost classifier in a multi-layered 

configuration results in macro-average AUC_ROC of 0.98 for Level 1 classification to detect 

unknown smoking status from known status, an AUC of 0.85  for Level 2 classification to 

detect non-smoker from the smoker, and an AUC of 0.76 for Level 3 classification to detect 

the past-smoker from the smoker/current smoker. The AUC decreases from Level 1 to Level 

3, due to a significantly lower number of records of past smoker/smoker data for level 3 

classification as compared to level 1 classification, with a large number of Unknown smoking 

status records and known status (due to pooling of all other smoking categories). Without the 
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proposed multi-layered configuration used here, almost all the classes would be detected as 

majority class, which is the unknown smoker class, due to a very large number of unknown 

smoker classes, leading to the classifier’s inability to detect minority class.  

4.8  Conclusions 

This chapter presented smoking status detection based on a novel multi-layered machine 

learning classifier approach with document-level segmentation. Document-level segmentation 

presents a more challenging scenario, as compared to sentence-level segmentation, discussed 

in Chapter 3. Despite more challenging scenarios, document level segmentation and 

classification required minimal manual processing efforts, making it a more automated 

computed based disease detection approach, as compared to sentence-level classification 

discussed in Chapter 3. Also, a new set of shallow machine learning algorithms were used in 

this chapter, mainly, four well-established algorithms were examined for building the smoking 

detector model - the Random Forest, Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, and Gradient Boost 

Classifiers. Due to a significant imbalance in the data available to build the smoking status 

detection models based on different traditional machine learning algorithms, several 

performance metrics were used for evaluation, to get an in-depth understanding of each layer 

classifier and assess the complete horizon of the performance. Out of 6 different performance 

metrics considered accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score, confusion matrix, and ROC-AUC 

measure, the ROC-AUC measure was used for comparative assessment, since it is a more 

robust performance indicator under class imbalance situation and Gradient Boost ensemble 

classifier as the best performing classifier.  
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The next Chapter extends the proposed multi-layer classification scheme based on document 

level segmentation introduced in this Chapter for a different chronic disease setting, involving 

unstructured clinical records from Cardiovascular disease (CVD) settings.
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5.  Chapter FIVE 

CVD Risk Factors and Disease Status 

Detection Based on Machine Learning   

5.1 Overview 

This Chapter focuses on detecting the Cardiovascular disease (CVD) status, and the risk factors 

for the disease in the unstructured hospital discharge summaries, by extending the automatic 

document classification approach based on a multi-layered classification scheme proposed in 

Chapter 3. Clinical narratives (i.e., free text records of patients’ health and medical history) 

provide information to researchers that cannot be found in structured medical records, such as 

family history, the reasoning behind prescribed treatments, and details of the patient’s health. 

The CVD diseases setting considered in this Chapter is more complex than the smoking data 

used in the previous Chapter,  in addition to the issues associated with data imbalance and data 

sparsity between classes, in terms of the implicit text providing the clues on smoking status 

and CVD risk, and studies in this Chapter show, how the proposed multi-layer document-level 

classification scheme is efficient and robust to deal with this complex setting and performs 

well.   

5.2 Cardiovascular Disease Dataset  

Cardiovascular disease is a leading cause of mortality and morbidity, and monitoring of risk 

factors and unusual representations of such a serious disease can lead to adverse outcomes. 

Detection of risk factors, accurate diagnosis, and monitoring of the disease is important to 

ascertain a proper treatment pathway for the patients. Electronic medical records (EMR) with 
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discharge summaries can be used to improve the diagnosis ability along with tracking the 

quality of care. The use of advanced computer-based approaches for processing these text 

records, including NLP (natural language processing) and machine learning, can enhance the 

quality of care, as a large amount of clinical information used for medical investigation is 

organized in unstructured narrative form in discharge summaries, which is suitable for 

expressing medical concepts or events but challenging for analysis and decision support. This 

is due to the difficulties associated with significantly time-consuming aspects of digging 

through text-based discharge summaries and looking for a particular piece of vital and relevant 

information and gaining a full aspect of a patients’ medical history. The difficulty of this 

process increases in the case of cardiovascular disease or heart disease settings, due to its 

complex progression, with various factors including lifestyle and social factors as well as 

specific medical conditions contributing to its complexity.  In this Chapter, we extend the 

proposed multi-layer document classification approach using different machine learning 

models.  

The data for this task was obtained from publicly available i2b2/UTHealth 2014 NLP shared 

task,  which contains de-identified hospital discharge summaries, and provides opportunities 

for detecting risk factors associated with Coronary artery disease (CAD), one of CVD disease, 

and the status of CAD disease at different disease stages, for those diagnosed with the disease. 

The dataset consists of 1,304 medical records (discharge summaries), describing 296 diabetic 

patients for cardiovascular risk factors and time attributes with respect to the DCT (Document 

Creation Time). The dataset was split by the challenge provider into several subsets, including 

a training set consisting of 60% of the entire dataset (790 records) and the test set contains the 

remaining 40% (514 records). The data was annotated with gold standard (ground truth) 

annotations, indicating the presence of chronic disease (CAD and diabetes) at different stages, 

and relevant risk factors including hyperlipidaemia, hypertension, obesity, smoking status, and 
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family history. We considered the subsets of the data comprising the risk factors of smoking 

status and CAD disease at different stages for evaluation of the multi-layered document 

classification scheme proposed in this thesis. Figure 5.1 shows a sample discharge summary 

from the dataset and the details of the multi-layered document classification scheme for this 

CVD disease settings is described in the next Section. 

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?> 

<root> 

  <TEXT><![CDATA[ 

 

Record date: 2067-05-03 

 

Narrative History 

 

   55 yo woman who presents for f/u  

 

   Seen in Cardiac rehab locally last week and BP 170/80.  They called us and we increased her HCTZ to 25 mg 

from 12.5 mg.  States her BP's were fine there since - 130-140/70-80. 

 

   Saw Dr Oakley 4/5/67 - she was happy with results of ETT at Clarkfield.  To f/u 7/67.  No CP's since last admit. 

 

   Back to work and starting to walk.  No wt loss and discouraged by this, but just starting to exercise. 

 

   No smoking for 3 months now! 

 

   Still with hotflashes, wakes her up at night. 

 

Problems 

 

      FH breast cancer   37 yo s  

 

      FH myocardial infarction   mother died 66 yo  

 

      Hypertension 

 

      Uterine fibroids   u/s 2062  

 

      Smoking 

 

      hyperlipidemia   CRF mild chol, cigs, HTN, Fhx and known hx CAD in pt.  

 

      borderline diabetes mellitus   4/63 125 , follow hgbaic  

 

      VPB   2065 - ETT showed freq PVC  
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      coronary artery disease   s/p ant SEMI + stent LAD 2/67, Dr Oakley  

 

      thyroid nodule   2065, hot, follow TSH.  

 

Medications 

 

      NORVASC (AMLODIPINE)     5MG  1 Tablet(s) PO QD   

 

      PLAVIX (CLOPIDOGREL)   75 MG     PO QD   

 

      ATENOLOL     50MG  1 Tablet(s) PO QD   

 

     ASA (ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID)     325MG  1 Tablet(s) PO QD   

 

     ZESTRIL (LISINOPRIL)     40MG  1 Tablet(s) PO QD    

 

     LIPITOR (ATORVASTATIN)     10MG  1 Tablet(s) PO QD   

 

      HCTZ (HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE)     25MG  1 Tablet(s) PO QD    

 

      NITROGLYCERIN 1/150 (0.4 MG)   1 TAB     SL x1  PRN prn CP  

 

Allergies 

 

      CECLOR (CEFACLOR)   Rash    

 

Vital Signs 

 

      BLOOD PRESSURE-SITTING   150/70  

 

         repeat 145/80   HR 60 reg  WT  202 lbs 

 

Physical Exam 

 

   Looks well.  Lungs clear,  CVS  RRRs1s2, Ext - no edema  

 

Assessment and Plan 

 

   1. H/M - Pe next appt in few months.  Overdue for mammo - will need to stress this. 

 

   2.  CAD - cont with cardiac rehab, exercise, Dr Oakley, but doing well. 

 

   3.  BP - better on increased HCTZ.  Check labs next visit, good K recently and on ACEI. 

 

   4.  Cigs - great! 

 

   5. Hot flashes - doesn't want to try any other meds - will try to put up with it. 

 

   6. Hot thyroid nodule - recheck TSH next visit. 
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   7. Borderline glc - ok hgba1c 3/67. 

 

   8.  Chol - ok, fasting on next visit. 

 

 

]]></TEXT> 

  <TAGS> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC0" time="during DCT" type1="ACE inhibitor" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M0" start="1339" end="1346" text="ZESTRIL" time="during DCT" type1="ACE inhibitor" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M1" start="1339" end="1347" text="ZESTRIL " time="during DCT" type1="ACE inhibitor" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M2" start="1339" end="1359" text="ZESTRIL (LISINOPRIL)" time="during DCT" 

type1="ACE inhibitor" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC1" time="after DCT" type1="statin" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M3" start="1400" end="1407" text="LIPITOR" time="after DCT" type1="statin" type2="" 

comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M4" start="1400" end="1407" text="LIPITOR" time="after DCT" type1="statin" type2="" 

comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M5" start="1400" end="1422" text="LIPITOR (ATORVASTATIN)" time="after DCT" 

type1="statin" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC2" time="during DCT" type1="aspirin" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M6" start="1272" end="1275" text="ASA" time="during DCT" type1="aspirin" type2="" 

comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M7" start="1272" end="1275" text="ASA" time="during DCT" type1="aspirin" type2="" 

comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M8" start="1271" end="1298" text=" ASA (ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID)" time="during DCT" 

type1="aspirin" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC3" time="during DCT" type1="thienopyridine" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M9" start="1174" end="1180" text="PLAVIX" time="during DCT" type1="thienopyridine" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M10" start="1173" end="1180" text=" PLAVIX" time="during DCT" 

type1="thienopyridine" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M11" start="1174" end="1194" text="PLAVIX (CLOPIDOGREL)" time="during DCT" 

type1="thienopyridine" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC4" time="before DCT" type1="diuretic" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M12" start="1462" end="1466" text="HCTZ" time="before DCT" type1="diuretic" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M13" start="185" end="189" text="HCTZ" time="before DCT" type1="diuretic" type2="" 

comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M14" start="1461" end="1466" text=" HCTZ" time="before DCT" type1="diuretic" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M15" start="185" end="189" text="HCTZ" time="before DCT" type1="diuretic" type2="" 

comment=""/> 
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      <MEDICATION id="M16" start="1462" end="1488" text="HCTZ (HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE)" time="before 

DCT" type1="diuretic" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <SMOKER id="DOC5" status="past"> 

      <SMOKER id="S0" start="516" end="545" text=" No smoking for 3 months now!" status="past" 

comment=""/> 

      <SMOKER id="S1" start="517" end="540" text="No smoking for 3 months" status="past" comment=""/> 

      <SMOKER id="S2" start="516" end="544" text=" No smoking for 3 months now" status="past" 

comment=""/> 

    </SMOKER> 

    <HYPERTENSION id="DOC6" time="during DCT" indicator="mention"> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H0" start="710" end="722" text="Hypertension" time="during DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H1" start="710" end="722" text="Hypertension" time="during DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H2" start="710" end="722" text="Hypertension" time="during DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H3" start="825" end="828" text="HTN" time="during DCT" indicator="mention" 

comment=""/> 

    </HYPERTENSION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC7" time="after DCT" type1="ACE inhibitor" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M17" start="1339" end="1346" text="ZESTRIL" time="after DCT" type1="ACE inhibitor" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M18" start="1339" end="1347" text="ZESTRIL " time="after DCT" type1="ACE inhibitor" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M19" start="1339" end="1359" text="ZESTRIL (LISINOPRIL)" time="after DCT" 

type1="ACE inhibitor" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC8" time="before DCT" type1="ACE inhibitor" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M20" start="1339" end="1346" text="ZESTRIL" time="before DCT" type1="ACE inhibitor" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M21" start="1339" end="1347" text="ZESTRIL " time="before DCT" type1="ACE 

inhibitor" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M22" start="1339" end="1359" text="ZESTRIL (LISINOPRIL)" time="before DCT" 

type1="ACE inhibitor" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC9" time="after DCT" type1="aspirin" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M23" start="1272" end="1275" text="ASA" time="after DCT" type1="aspirin" type2="" 

comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M24" start="1272" end="1275" text="ASA" time="after DCT" type1="aspirin" type2="" 

comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M25" start="1271" end="1298" text=" ASA (ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID)" time="after DCT" 

type1="aspirin" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC10" time="after DCT" type1="nitrate" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M26" start="1529" end="1542" text="NITROGLYCERIN" time="after DCT" 

type1="nitrate" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M27" start="1528" end="1557" text=" NITROGLYCERIN 1/150 (0.4 MG)" time="after 

DCT" type1="nitrate" type2="" comment=""/> 
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    </MEDICATION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC11" time="during DCT" type1="nitrate" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M28" start="1529" end="1542" text="NITROGLYCERIN" time="during DCT" 

type1="nitrate" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M29" start="1528" end="1557" text=" NITROGLYCERIN 1/150 (0.4 MG)" time="during 

DCT" type1="nitrate" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC12" time="during DCT" type1="calcium channel blocker" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M30" start="1115" end="1122" text="NORVASC" time="during DCT" type1="calcium 

channel blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M31" start="1115" end="1122" text="NORVASC" time="during DCT" type1="calcium 

channel blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M32" start="1115" end="1136" text="NORVASC (AMLODIPINE) " time="during DCT" 

type1="calcium channel blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <HYPERLIPIDEMIA id="DOC13" time="during DCT" indicator="mention"> 

      <HYPERLIPIDEMIA id="HY0" start="787" end="801" text="hyperlipidemia" time="during DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERLIPIDEMIA id="HY1" start="782" end="801" text="     hyperlipidemia" time="during DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERLIPIDEMIA id="HY2" start="787" end="801" text="hyperlipidemia" time="during DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

    </HYPERLIPIDEMIA> 

    <HYPERTENSION id="DOC14" time="during DCT" indicator="high bp"> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H4" start="1679" end="1713" text=" 150/70            repeat 145/80  " time="during 

DCT" indicator="high bp" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H5" start="1680" end="1686" text="150/70" time="during DCT" indicator="high bp" 

comment=""/> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H6" start="1680" end="1686" text="150/70" time="during DCT" indicator="high bp" 

comment=""/> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H7" start="1705" end="1711" text="145/80" time="during DCT" indicator="high bp" 

comment=""/> 

    </HYPERTENSION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC15" time="after DCT" type1="calcium channel blocker" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M33" start="1115" end="1122" text="NORVASC" time="after DCT" type1="calcium 

channel blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M34" start="1115" end="1122" text="NORVASC" time="after DCT" type1="calcium 

channel blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M35" start="1115" end="1136" text="NORVASC (AMLODIPINE) " time="after DCT" 

type1="calcium channel blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC16" time="before DCT" type1="calcium channel blocker" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M36" start="1115" end="1122" text="NORVASC" time="before DCT" type1="calcium 

channel blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M37" start="1115" end="1122" text="NORVASC" time="before DCT" type1="calcium 

channel blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M38" start="1115" end="1136" text="NORVASC (AMLODIPINE) " time="before DCT" 

type1="calcium channel blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 
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    <MEDICATION id="DOC17" time="after DCT" type1="thienopyridine" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M39" start="1174" end="1180" text="PLAVIX" time="after DCT" type1="thienopyridine" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M40" start="1173" end="1180" text=" PLAVIX" time="after DCT" type1="thienopyridine" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M41" start="1174" end="1194" text="PLAVIX (CLOPIDOGREL)" time="after DCT" 

type1="thienopyridine" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <HYPERTENSION id="DOC18" time="after DCT" indicator="mention"> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H8" start="710" end="722" text="Hypertension" time="after DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H9" start="710" end="722" text="Hypertension" time="after DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H10" start="710" end="722" text="Hypertension" time="after DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H11" start="825" end="828" text="HTN" time="after DCT" indicator="mention" 

comment=""/> 

    </HYPERTENSION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC19" time="after DCT" type1="beta blocker" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M42" start="1224" end="1232" text="ATENOLOL" time="after DCT" type1="beta 

blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M43" start="1224" end="1233" text="ATENOLOL " time="after DCT" type1="beta 

blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M44" start="1224" end="1232" text="ATENOLOL" time="after DCT" type1="beta 

blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <CAD id="DOC20" time="after DCT" indicator="mention"> 

      <CAD id="C0" start="838" end="850" text="known hx CAD" time="after DCT" indicator="mention" 

comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C1" start="977" end="1000" text="coronary artery disease" time="after DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C2" start="1173" end="1180" text=" PLAVIX" time="after DCT" indicator="mention" 

comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C3" start="847" end="850" text="CAD" time="after DCT" indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C4" start="977" end="1001" text="coronary artery disease " time="after DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C5" start="1930" end="1933" text="CAD" time="after DCT" indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

    </CAD> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC21" time="before DCT" type1="statin" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M45" start="1400" end="1407" text="LIPITOR" time="before DCT" type1="statin" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M46" start="1400" end="1407" text="LIPITOR" time="before DCT" type1="statin" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M47" start="1400" end="1422" text="LIPITOR (ATORVASTATIN)" time="before DCT" 

type1="statin" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC22" time="during DCT" type1="statin" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M48" start="1400" end="1407" text="LIPITOR" time="during DCT" type1="statin" 

type2="" comment=""/> 
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      <MEDICATION id="M49" start="1400" end="1407" text="LIPITOR" time="during DCT" type1="statin" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M50" start="1400" end="1422" text="LIPITOR (ATORVASTATIN)" time="during DCT" 

type1="statin" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC23" time="during DCT" type1="diuretic" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M51" start="1462" end="1466" text="HCTZ" time="during DCT" type1="diuretic" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M52" start="185" end="189" text="HCTZ" time="during DCT" type1="diuretic" type2="" 

comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M53" start="1461" end="1466" text=" HCTZ" time="during DCT" type1="diuretic" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M54" start="185" end="189" text="HCTZ" time="during DCT" type1="diuretic" type2="" 

comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M55" start="1462" end="1488" text="HCTZ (HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE)" time="during 

DCT" type1="diuretic" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <FAMILY_HIST id="DOC24" indicator="not present"> 

      <FAMILY_HIST id="F0" indicator="not present"/> 

      <FAMILY_HIST id="F1" indicator="not present"/> 

      <FAMILY_HIST id="F2" indicator="not present"/> 

    </FAMILY_HIST> 

    <HYPERLIPIDEMIA id="DOC25" time="after DCT" indicator="mention"> 

      <HYPERLIPIDEMIA id="HY3" start="787" end="801" text="hyperlipidemia" time="after DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERLIPIDEMIA id="HY4" start="782" end="801" text="     hyperlipidemia" time="after DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERLIPIDEMIA id="HY5" start="787" end="801" text="hyperlipidemia" time="after DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

    </HYPERLIPIDEMIA> 

    <CAD id="DOC26" time="during DCT" indicator="mention"> 

      <CAD id="C6" start="838" end="850" text="known hx CAD" time="during DCT" indicator="mention" 

comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C7" start="977" end="1000" text="coronary artery disease" time="during DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C8" start="1173" end="1180" text=" PLAVIX" time="during DCT" indicator="mention" 

comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C9" start="847" end="850" text="CAD" time="during DCT" indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C10" start="977" end="1001" text="coronary artery disease " time="during DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C11" start="1930" end="1933" text="CAD" time="during DCT" indicator="mention" 

comment=""/> 

    </CAD> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC27" time="before DCT" type1="aspirin" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M56" start="1272" end="1275" text="ASA" time="before DCT" type1="aspirin" type2="" 

comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M57" start="1272" end="1275" text="ASA" time="before DCT" type1="aspirin" type2="" 

comment=""/> 
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      <MEDICATION id="M58" start="1271" end="1298" text=" ASA (ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID)" time="before DCT" 

type1="aspirin" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <HYPERTENSION id="DOC28" time="before DCT" indicator="high bp"> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H12" start="137" end="146" text="BP 170/80" time="before DCT" indicator="high bp" 

comment=""/> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H13" start="137" end="148" text="BP 170/80. " time="before DCT" indicator="high 

bp" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H14" start="140" end="146" text="170/80" time="before DCT" indicator="high bp" 

comment=""/> 

    </HYPERTENSION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC29" time="before DCT" type1="nitrate" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M59" start="1529" end="1542" text="NITROGLYCERIN" time="before DCT" 

type1="nitrate" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M60" start="1528" end="1557" text=" NITROGLYCERIN 1/150 (0.4 MG)" time="before 

DCT" type1="nitrate" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <CAD id="DOC30" time="before DCT" indicator="event"> 

      <CAD id="C12" start="1001" end="1045" text="  s/p ant SEMI + stent LAD 2/67, Dr Oakley  " time="before 

DCT" indicator="event" comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C13" start="1011" end="1027" text="SEMI + stent LAD" time="before DCT" indicator="event" 

comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C14" start="1003" end="1027" text="s/p ant SEMI + stent LAD" time="before DCT" 

indicator="event" comment=""/> 

    </CAD> 

    <HYPERLIPIDEMIA id="DOC31" time="before DCT" indicator="mention"> 

      <HYPERLIPIDEMIA id="HY6" start="787" end="801" text="hyperlipidemia" time="before DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERLIPIDEMIA id="HY7" start="782" end="801" text="     hyperlipidemia" time="before DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERLIPIDEMIA id="HY8" start="787" end="801" text="hyperlipidemia" time="before DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

    </HYPERLIPIDEMIA> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC32" time="after DCT" type1="diuretic" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M61" start="1462" end="1466" text="HCTZ" time="after DCT" type1="diuretic" type2="" 

comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M62" start="185" end="189" text="HCTZ" time="after DCT" type1="diuretic" type2="" 

comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M63" start="1461" end="1466" text=" HCTZ" time="after DCT" type1="diuretic" 

type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M64" start="185" end="189" text="HCTZ" time="after DCT" type1="diuretic" type2="" 

comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M65" start="1462" end="1488" text="HCTZ (HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE)" time="after 

DCT" type1="diuretic" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC33" time="before DCT" type1="thienopyridine" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M66" start="1174" end="1180" text="PLAVIX" time="before DCT" 

type1="thienopyridine" type2="" comment=""/> 
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      <MEDICATION id="M67" start="1173" end="1180" text=" PLAVIX" time="before DCT" 

type1="thienopyridine" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M68" start="1174" end="1194" text="PLAVIX (CLOPIDOGREL)" time="before DCT" 

type1="thienopyridine" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <HYPERTENSION id="DOC34" time="before DCT" indicator="mention"> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H15" start="710" end="722" text="Hypertension" time="before DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H16" start="710" end="722" text="Hypertension" time="before DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H17" start="710" end="722" text="Hypertension" time="before DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <HYPERTENSION id="H18" start="825" end="828" text="HTN" time="before DCT" indicator="mention" 

comment=""/> 

    </HYPERTENSION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC35" time="before DCT" type1="beta blocker" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M69" start="1224" end="1232" text="ATENOLOL" time="before DCT" type1="beta 

blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M70" start="1224" end="1233" text="ATENOLOL " time="before DCT" type1="beta 

blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M71" start="1224" end="1232" text="ATENOLOL" time="before DCT" type1="beta 

blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <MEDICATION id="DOC36" time="during DCT" type1="beta blocker" type2=""> 

      <MEDICATION id="M72" start="1224" end="1232" text="ATENOLOL" time="during DCT" type1="beta 

blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M73" start="1224" end="1233" text="ATENOLOL " time="during DCT" type1="beta 

blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

      <MEDICATION id="M74" start="1224" end="1232" text="ATENOLOL" time="during DCT" type1="beta 

blocker" type2="" comment=""/> 

    </MEDICATION> 

    <CAD id="DOC37" time="before DCT" indicator="mention"> 

      <CAD id="C15" start="838" end="850" text="known hx CAD" time="before DCT" indicator="mention" 

comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C16" start="977" end="1000" text="coronary artery disease" time="before DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C17" start="1173" end="1180" text=" PLAVIX" time="before DCT" indicator="mention" 

comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C18" start="847" end="850" text="CAD" time="before DCT" indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C19" start="977" end="1001" text="coronary artery disease " time="before DCT" 

indicator="mention" comment=""/> 

      <CAD id="C20" start="1930" end="1933" text="CAD" time="before DCT" indicator="mention" 

comment=""/> 

    </CAD> 

    <PHI id="P0" start="16" end="26" text="2067-05-03" TYPE="DATE"/> 

    <PHI id="P1" start="50" end="52" text="55" TYPE="AGE"/> 

    <PHI id="P2" start="290" end="296" text="Oakley" TYPE="DOCTOR"/> 

    <PHI id="P3" start="297" end="303" text="4/5/67" TYPE="DATE"/> 

    <PHI id="P4" start="343" end="353" text="Clarkfield" TYPE="HOSPITAL"/> 
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    <PHI id="P5" start="363" end="367" text="7/67" TYPE="DATE"/> 

    <PHI id="P6" start="637" end="639" text="37" TYPE="AGE"/> 

    <PHI id="P7" start="694" end="696" text="66" TYPE="AGE"/> 

    <PHI id="P8" start="755" end="759" text="2062" TYPE="DATE"/> 

    <PHI id="P9" start="899" end="903" text="4/63" TYPE="DATE"/> 

    <PHI id="P10" start="940" end="944" text="2065" TYPE="DATE"/> 

    <PHI id="P11" start="1028" end="1032" text="2/67" TYPE="DATE"/> 

    <PHI id="P12" start="1037" end="1043" text="Oakley" TYPE="DOCTOR"/> 

    <PHI id="P13" start="1071" end="1075" text="2065" TYPE="DATE"/> 

    <PHI id="P14" start="1974" end="1980" text="Oakley" TYPE="DOCTOR"/> 

    <PHI id="P15" start="2284" end="2288" text="3/67" TYPE="DATE"/> 

  </TAGS> 

</root> 

Figure 5.1: Discharge summary for a patient for CVD disease and risk factor detection 

 

5.3 Multi-layer Document Classification Scheme 

The multi-layer document classification scheme proposed in the previous Chapter on smoking 

status detection is extended for CVD disease and risk factor detection in this Chapter from de-

identified discharge summaries. The task of automated CVD disease and risk status detection 

comprised of two different subtasks. The first sub-task was to detect the risk factors associated 

with the  CVD such as smoking, obesity, hypertension, family history, and the second sub-task 

was to detect the status of the different types of CVD diseases at different stages. In this 

Chapter, we examined smoking risk factor detection from the first sub-task and CAD 

(Coronary Artery Disease) as the CVD disease for the second sub-task.  

5.3.1 Smoker status detection subtask 
 

The aim of the first sub-task is to detect a patient’s smoking status into one of four categories: 

unknown (smoker status unknown), never (non-smoker), past (past smoker), and current 

smoker. The multi-layer cascaded binary classification approach developed in the previous 

chapter was extended to this chapter for segmenting different smoker categories. To build this 

classifier, the annotations provided by challenge organizers were used for assigning the class 
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label for the smoking status corresponding to each sentence in the text record. Figure 5.2 

illustrates this scheme. 

The discharge summary/report shown in Figure 5.1 was embedded within a TEXT tag, within 

in the XML record file containing SMOKING STATUS and TEXT tag, in addition to several 

other tags, relevant to the CVD disease stage. For smoking-status detection subtask, only these 

two tags relevant to detecting smoking status as the risk factor for CVD disease were 

considered. The TEXT tag contained a complete discharge summary, including all the 

information about the patient,  including the history of present illness, medications, procedures, 

etc, and was used as the source text document for the proposed multilevel classification 

scheme, involving NLP text processing and machine learning-based model building. The class 

label was embedded within the SMOKING STATUS tag, representing four different smoking 

status classes (unknown, non-smoker, past smoker, and current smoker).  

 

Figure 5.2: Multi-level Document Classifier for Smoking Status Detection Subtask 

The complete record shown in Figure 5.1 has the information needed for both the smoking 

status detection sub-task, and CVD/CAD disease detection sub-task. Instead of splitting the 
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document at the sentence level, the entire document was used for building a multi-level 

document-level classifier.  

To build an entire document-level classifier, we used the entire document within the TEXT tag 

and assigned the SMOKING STATUS tag as the class label. For a multi-layered classification, 

we used multiple layers of two-level/ binary classification strategy, as shown previously in 

Figure 5.2. This strategy addresses the problem of unbalanced data, with a large set of 

documents with UNKNOWN smoker status, and very few documents corresponding to 

SMOKER status. A smoking corpus was built by using all 1304 records in the de-identified 

subset of the i2b2 smoking dataset.  As can be seen in Figure 5.2, boxes in yellow are the 

categories, and in other colors depict the models. 

5.3.2 CVD detection sub-task 

 

The aim of the second sub-task is to detect a patient’s CVD disease status from the same 

discharge summary report, shown in Figure 5.1.  According to the World Health Organization, 

risk factors for disease increase the chances that a person will develop that disease. Smoking 

or Diabetes is a risk factor for cardiovascular diseases, including CAD (Coronary Artery 

Disease). Other risk factors include hyperlipidaemia/hypercholesterolemia, hypertension, 

obesity, and having a family history of CAD. While the obvious way of detecting risk factors 

in a patient’s medical record is to look for diagnoses of these diseases, a more thorough analysis 

would go beyond diagnoses and looking at implied and subtle cues. For example, indicators of 

risk factors provide medical information that suggests the presence of risk factors. For example, 

a patient’s medical record might not explicitly state that he is diabetic, but an entry of “insulin” 

in the patient’s medication list would be a strong indication that the patient does, in fact, have 

diabetes. Additionally, indicators can provide evidence of the severity of risk factors. For 

example, a diagnosis of hypertension in conjunction with high blood pressure measurements 
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and a prescription for blood-thinning medication suggests that a patient is more at risk for CAD 

than a person who has hypertension but is managing it with only diet and exercise.  

Each of the diseases and risk factors associated with this task has its own set of indicators that 

can be used to identify whether or not the disease or risk factor is present for that patient, and 

when it is present.  Every tag (except for those related to smoking status and family history) 

has an "indicator" attribute and a "time" attribute. We used the “indicator” attribute only for 

studies in this Chapter. For each indicator, only text that matches the description of the indicator 

was annotated as evidence that the risk factor is present. If an indicator is negated ("no history 

of diabetes"), that text was not annotated. Out of several diseases, we considered CAD 

(Coronary Artery Disease) status detection as the sub-task for CVD disease diagnosis. There 

were four different tags representing the different stage of CAD disease, as shown in Figure 

5.3 

 

Figure 5.3: Indicators /Descriptors used for Class Labels for CVD Status Detection Subtask 

 

Phrases in the discharge summaries were annotated for each of the CAD labels in Figure 5.3 

as “mention”, “event”, “test”, “symptom”, and “unknown”, each of these labels indicates the 

severity of the CVD disease stage.  
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• mention: PMH (Past Medical History) and Medications (with the inclusion of 

prescription medications -med-Thienopyridines Discharge medications: continue on 

Prasugrel, and med-Nitrates increase Nitrostat), indicates an advanced stage of CAD 

disease. 

• event: s/p STEMI in 2004; CABG in 1999 (indicates acute ST-elevation myocardial 

infarction (STEMI) in 2004, and Coronary artery Bypass Graft in 1999) indicate acute 

CAD event occurrence. 

• test: dobutamine stress test results revealing ischemia; cath. of LAD revealed 50% 

lesion (Indicates patient’s response to diagnostic tests in progress 

• symptom: the patient being treated for stable angina 

• unknown: none of the above-mentioned activities are in progress 

The accurate detection of any of these indicators’ “mention”, “event”, “test” and “symptom” 

or absence of any of these (“unknown”) from the discharge summary or medical record 

implicitly, without explicit mention of these indicator classes will allow a better understanding 

of disease states and the timely management of Cardiovascular disease. Figure 5.4 shows the 

multi-level CVD disease status detection based on classifying the document with mention, test, 

event, symptom classes indicating the severity of CVD disease stage, and management is done. 
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Figure 5.4: Multi-layer Document Classifier for CVD Status Detection Subtask 

 

5.4  Machine Learning Model Development 

The machine learning model development including pre-processing, NLP feature extraction 

and model building algorithm for two sub-tasks involved the following steps: 

i. Creating a merged super dataset by merging and concatenation all subsets of de-

identified data provided by I2B2 2014 NLP Challenge organizers for CVD risk factor 

identification. The concatenated super dataset (1,304 records) had the distribution of 

different smoking and CAD categories as shown in Figure 5.5. 

 

Figure 5.5: Smoking Status Class Distribution for the concatenated super dataset  

  

ii. Text data preparation and cleaning for both sub-tasks involved the following steps: 

a. Tokenize the text document 

b. Remove a list of stop words (such as "and", "of", and "the")  

c. Lemmatization of POS (part of speech) tagging  

d. Erase punctuation  

iii. Extraction of text features sets from the cleaned document using TF-IDF (term 

frequency-inverse document frequency) statistical features.   
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iv. Inclusion of correlated unigrams and bigrams allowing the combination of medical 

terms to be tokenized and vectorized appropriately during extraction of TF-

IDF  statistical NLP text features.   

v. The extracted TF-IDF  feature sets from each document were then used for model 

development. 

vi. Different types of machine learning models including Random Forest, Gradient Boost, 

Logistic Regression, and Naïve Bayes algorithms were examined. (The details of these 

algorithms were described in Chapter 4.)  

vii. Different sets of experiments were performed for the evaluation of the different 

machine learning models (Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, Random Forest, and 

Gradient Boost algorithms) for proposed multi-level smoker status and CAD disease 

status detection tasks.  

viii. The publicly available dataset for Identifying risk factors for heart disease over time:  

2014 i2b2/UTHealth shared task Track 2 was used for experimental evaluation 

(machine learning model training and testing).  

ix. The data from three different folders (training-RiskFactors-Complete-Set1, training-

RiskFactors-Complete-Set2, and test-RiskFactors-Complete) were merged to create a 

concatenated super dataset. 

x.  Document-level TF-IDF  feature subsets from 1304 documents (from the merged 

superset) were used for building the machine learning models.  

xi. A test harness was created with 75% data for training (Model Building) and 25% data 

for testing/evaluation 

xii. The performance of each machine learning classifier for each level was assessed using 

several performance metrics, including accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score, ROC-

AUC, and confusion matrix. As described in the previous chapter, all the performance 
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measures (except confusion matrix) close to 1.0 indicates better performance, and close 

to 0.0 indicates poorer performance. The confusion matrix indicates correctly classified 

instances and incorrectly classified instances.  

xiii. Since the data distribution has a significant imbalance for both the smoker data sub-

task and CAD data sub-task, the micro or macro-averaged F1 score and ROC-AUC as 

the performance metrics are more indicative of classifier performance.  

Next Section shows the experimental results for the evaluation of each sub-task, smoker status 

detection, and CAD status detection sub-tasks. 

5.4 Experimental Results 

In this section, the experimental evaluation of smoker status detection and CAD status 

detection sub-tasks using i2b2 NLP 2014 risk factor identification from de-identified medical 

records is presented.  

5.4.1 Smoker Status Detection Sub-task 

 

Smoking is an important risk factor causing CAD/CVD disease. The machine learning-based 

multi-level classification allows detecting the smoker status as a non-smoker, current smoker, 

past smoker, and unknown smoking status if it cannot detect implicitly or explicitly smoking 

status from the discharge summary. The SMOKER tag in the discharge does not have indicator 

or time attributes. Instead, it has a status attribute that indicates whether the person is currently 

a smoker (CURRENT), used to smoke but quit over a year ago (PAST), smoked at some point 

but it is unclear if they are still smoking or have quit (EVER), has never smoked (NEVER), or 

if their smoking is not mentioned (UNKNOWN). For the purposes of experimental evaluation 

in these studies, a person is a current smoker if they have smoked at all within the past year. A 

patient is given “past” status if they quit smoking more than a year ago, "ever" status if it is 
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unclear whether they have quit, and “never” if the text states that they have never been a 

smoker. If no information is provided about their smoking status, they are to be labeled as 

“unknown”. 

• Phrases that were available with annotation for Smoker sub-task in the merged super 

dataset included: 

• CURRENT: Patient says trying to quit 1pack/day habit; quit 6mos ago 

• PAST: Social history: patient used to smoke, quit 10 yrs ago 

• EVER: quit smoking; remote history of tobacco dependence 

• Unless we know how "remote" the history is, it must be "ever" 

• NEVER: denies tobacco, alcohol, illicit (non-smoker) 

• UNKNOWN: (no mention of smoking/tobacco use) 

• Additional substance-related Phrases that were annotated for Current Smoker or Past 

Smoker include: 

• recreational marijuana 

• chewing tobacco 

The risk factor annotations used the same smoking status categories as the 2006 i2b2 challenge, 

past smoker (quit over a year ago), current smoker (presently smokes), has ever smoked 

(smoked in the past, present status unknown, called “smoker” in the 2006 challenge), never 

smoked (called “non-smoker” in 2006) and unknown (smoking status not mentioned in the 

document). However, the 2006 smoking shared task data set consisted of 502 medical records; 

the 2014 corpus had 1,304. The distributions of smoking categories in the two corpora differ 

substantially; this may in part be due to the 2014 data containing records for patients at risk for 

CAD, meaning that it is more likely that the doctor would make a note of whether or not the 

patient smokes, and possibly even more likely for the patients to have quit smoking out of 

concern for their health. 
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Figure 5.6: Layer 1 Performance of Multi-layer Classifier (Unknown vs. Known Smoker 

Status) 

Figure 5.6 – 5.9 shows the performance achieved for each level of multi-level smoker status 

detection task, for 4 different machine learning models (Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, 

Random Forest, and Gradient Boost algorithms). 
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Figure 5.7: Layer 2 Performance of Multi-layer Classifier (Non-smoker vs Smoker Status) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Layer 3 Performance of Multi-layer Classifier (Past Smoker vs Current Smoker 

Status) 
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Figure 5.9: ROC_AUC curves for Multi-layer Classifier for Smoker status detection as a 

CVD risk factor 

 

5.4.2 CAD Status Detection Sub-task 
 

The CAD (Coronary Artery Disease) is one of the family of diseases in CVD disease types. 

“Cardiovascular disease” is the large umbrella term for different diseases typically involving 

narrowed or obstructed blood vessels that can lead to a heart attack or stroke. Thus, 

cardiovascular disease may include problems like atherosclerosis, coronary artery disease 

(CAD), and cerebrovascular disease. Since all the patients have diabetes as a common risk 

factor for this sub-task, it is possible to ask some interesting questions, such as: 

• How do diabetic patients who are non-smoking status progress towards heart disease, 

specifically CAD?  

• How do diabetic patients with past-smoking status progress towards CAD? 

• Are there any indicators, in terms of diet, medication, history, or lifestyle factors, we 

can interpret from their discharge summaries, where all diabetic patients may not 

develop CAD,  almost every diabetic patient develops CAD without medication,? 

Based on the results of CAD status detection by an efficient automated approach, such as the 

multi-layer CAD status detection based on machine learning for unstructured discharge 

summaries, it would be possible to answer these questions.  Figure 5.10 to Figure 5.13 shows 

the results of the experimental evaluation of the CAD status detection task.  
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Figure 5.10: Layer 1 Multi-layer Classifier for Unknown – vs. Known CAD status  

 

 

Figure 5.11: Layer 2 Multi-layer Classifier for detecting Mention vs. No Mention of CAD 

risk factor indicator  
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Figure 5.12: Layer 3 Multi-layer Classifier for detecting Test vs. No Tests done related to 

CAD risk monitoring  

 

 

Figure 5.13: Layer 4 Multi-level Classifier for detecting previous CAD Events vs. No CAD 

Events detected 
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Figure 5.14: ROC_AUC Curves for Multi-level Classifier for detecting different CAD risk 

factors for CVD sub-task 

5.5 Conclusion 

This chapter presented details of extending the disease detection models based on the proposed 

multi-layer document classification scheme along with well-performing  machine learning 

algorithms, for detecting multiple risk factors for Cardiovascular disease, including smoking 

and coronary artery disease as co-morbid conditions. As can be seen from the experimental 

evaluation of the scheme for the benchmark i2b2 2014 CVD dataset, the results for the two 

sub-tasks, smoking status detection and CAD risk factors detection, the machine learning 
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models performed extremely well even with traditional, statistical tf-idf feature sets for the 

entire document processing.  

While the performance for both tasks has been good, there was significant domain knowledge 

and manual efforts needed in NLP feature engineering for extracting the tf-idf feature sets, and 

the design of hyperparameters for machine learning models.  This may warrant investigating 

some other models that require fewer human efforts and rely more on automatic computer-

based algorithmic approaches for the development of detection models. The next Chapter 

presents investigations on using deep learning-based models for detecting the smoking status 

and CVD risk factors. Deep learning-based models have been known to perform well, without 

much feature engineering needs, and can lead to end-to-end automated systems.
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6.CHAPTER SIX 

Disease Detection Models Based on Deep 

Learning 

 

6.1 Overview 
 

In the previous Chapter on smoking status detection and CVD status detection, the focus was 

on a combination of text “feature engineering” and conventional machine learning algorithms 

such as random forests, gradient boost, logistic regression, and Naïve Bayes algorithms. 

However, developing good NLP features and tuning hyper-parameters for traditional machine 

learning approaches is inherently heavily time-consuming, requiring significant manual expert 

intervention and handcrafting of features. Conversely, more modern machine learning 

approaches based on recent deep learning including convolution neural networks (CNNs) and 

recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have proved capable of automatically learning effective 

features from either random assignments or automated word “embeddings”.  

6.2 Introduction 
 

In this Chapter, we focussed on using deep learning-based document classification approaches 

for CVD risk factor detection, and avoids conventional, time-consuming feature engineering, 

and allows the creation of richer, more specialized word embeddings. For experimental 

evaluation of these approaches, we used two types of datasets, including the i2b2 NLP 2014 

Challenge CVD data subsets used in the previous Chapter, and the i2b2 NLP 2008 Challenge 

Obesity and Co-morbidity datasets.  
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Deep learning text classification model architectures commonly consist of the following three 

components connected in sequence: 

• Embedding layer 

• Deep representation component 

• Fully connected part 

 

➢ Embedding layer 

Given a sequence of word IDs as input, the embedding layer transforms these into an output 

list of dense word vectors. The word vectors capture the semantics of the words, as in the deep 

learning frameworks such as TensorFlow and Keras, this part is usually handled by an 

embedding lookup layer which stores a lookup table to map the words represented by numeric 

IDs to their dense vector representations. 

➢ Deep representation 

Deep representation takes the sequence of embedding vectors as input and converts them 

to a compressed representation. The compressed representation effectively captures all the 

information in the sequence of words in the text. The deep representation part is usually an 

CNN, RNN, or a combination of these in a hierarchical layered setup. For the RNN, the 

compressed representation of the text is the final hidden state of the network output after the 

last time step, and in the CNN, this will be the output of the last layer, which would commonly 

be a max-pooling layer. Both the RNN and CNN outputs, therefore, capture deep 

representations of the text inputs. 
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➢ Fully connected part 

The fully connected part takes the deep representation from either the RNN or CNN and 

transforms it into the final output classes or class scores. This component is comprised of 

fully connected layers along with batch normalization and optionally dropout layers for 

regularization. 

This is a general meta-architecture of a deep learning text classifier. For building deep learning 

models for text corresponding to the CVD challenge dataset and Obesity challenge dataset, we 

designed a hierarchical meta-architecture based on CNN and RNN networks. Specifically, 

three types of deep learning-based models were developed, using the Bidirectional LSTM (Bi-

LSTM), Convolution Neutral Networks (CNN), and the Bidirectional Gradient Recurrent Unit 

(Bi-GRU) algorithms, with the CNN model outperforming all three. Direct word embeddings 

were used at the document level, with no specialized embeddings used to cover unusual words 

( to adequately cover the domain-specific vocabulary), and the use of automated word 

embeddings has allowed us to avoid costly feature engineering and achieve similar 

performance as the method in the previous Chapter, based on tf-idf features and hyperparameter 

tuning of traditional shallow machine learning.  

As the details of the first dataset used (i2b2 2014 CVD data set) are already described in the 

previous chapter, the details of the second dataset used (i2b2 2008 Obesity and Co-morbidity 

dataset) are done here. 

6.3 Obesity and Co-morbidity Detection Dataset 
 

The datasets from the i2b2 NLP 2008 Obesity Challenge provide opportunities for building 

automatic systems that can identify obese patients and the co-morbidities exhibited by them 

https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/Obesity/
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based on the narrative patient record. The focus of the challenge was obesity and 15 of its best-

represented co-morbidities in the Research Patient Data Repository (RPDR) of Partners 

HealthCare.  

The obesity challenge being a multi-class, multi-label classification task focused on obesity 

and its co-morbidities, datasets for the challenge contained discharge summaries from Partners 

Healthcare as fully de-identified records. Obesity and co-morbidities information was marked 

at a document level as present, absent, questionable, or unmentioned in the documents. The 

goal of the challenge was to evaluate systems on their ability to recognize whether a patient is 

obese and what co-morbidities they exhibit. Each of the records in the data includes zero to 

more than ten occurrences of the stem "obes". In order to make the data HIPAA compliant, 

patient names, health proxy and patient family member names, doctor names, hospital names, 

ID numbers, phone and pager numbers, dates, locations, ages, mentions of companies related 

to patient's occupations, some nationalities, and other potential identifiers were replaced with 

surrogates. The surrogate replacement process inserted random names from the US Census 

Bureau Database for each of the patient, health proxy, family member, and doctor names in the 

data.  

The details of the deep learning-based model building using the datasets from the two tasks 

i2b2 2014 CVD Challenge dataset and i2b2 2008 Obesity Challenge dataset are described next. 

6.4 Deep Learning Document Classification Scheme 
 

Three different deep learning models with hierarchical architectures were developed to 

building the disease detection models using the datasets from two different challenge tasks 

(i2b2 2014 CVD challenge and i2b2 2008 Obesity Challenge), and evaluate the value of deep 

learning in modeling complicated text in clinical narrative records. These algorithms include 
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Bi-directional LSTM(BiLSTM), CNN, and Bi-directional GRU(BiGRU) with automatic word 

embeddings using Keras API (instead of TF-IDF N-gram features from Skikit API).  

We examined the multi-class document classification approach based on different deep 

learning algorithms (CNN/BiLSTM/BiGRU), unlike the multi-layer two-class (binary/one-

vs.all) approach. The computation framework is shown in Figure 6.1 and includes word 

segmentation, word embedding, and model training steps. First, the corpus is extracted from 

the i2b2 CVD and i2b2 Obesity challenge datasets. Then, a medical dictionary is constructed 

from the original corpus, which is used as external expert knowledge in word segmentation. 

Next, word embeddings are generated, and finally, the deep learning model based on CNN/Bi-

LSTM/Bi-GRU is trained using a 75% - 25% split between training and validation.  

 

Figure 6.1: Deep Learning-Based Computational Framework 

The data subsets from i2b2 2014 CVD Challenge and i2b2 2008 Obesity Challenge, undergo 

several processing stages including data preparation, medical dictionary construction, word 

segmentation, word vector representation, and model training First, the corpus is extracted from 

the i2b2 CVD/Obesity challenge datasets. Then, a medical dictionary is constructed from the 

original corpus, which is used as external expert knowledge for word segmentation. Next, word 

embedding is generated. Finally, the deep learning model is trained using 

CNN/BiLSTM/BiGRU hierarchical architecture shown in Figure 6.1, and tested with 

https://keras.io/api/layers/core_layers/embedding/
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.feature_extraction.text.TfidfVectorizer.html
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unseen/validation data, using 75%/25% training/testing split. Each of these processing stages 

is described briefly in the next few Sections. 

6.4.1 Data Preparation 

 

As the deep learning-based computational framework is designed to work at a document level, 

a total of 1294 valid documents were extracted from the CVD challenge dataset and 1118 

documents from the Obesity Challenge dataset. The CVD dataset documents contained 

markers/risk factor indicators for smoking status (Unknown, non-smoker, past smoker, and 

current smoker) and different stages of CVD disease stage and lack of disease (Unknown, 

mention, test, event, symptom). The Obesity dataset documents contained markers/risk factor 

indicators for obesity and 15 other co-morbidities. We just focussed on 2 other co-morbidities 

in this chapter – Diabetes and CAD diseases. The labeled data in CVD and Obesity Challenge 

dataset were highly imbalanced with a large set of records for Unknown disease status, and 

very few disease-related data sets, which can make multiclass classification tasks perform 

poorly. To reduce the effect of the unbalanced dataset on the prediction model, we merged all 

disease-related classes into one class, resulting in few classes for each category, and a more 

balanced distribution. For example, for the CVD challenge dataset - smoking detection subtask, 

all smoker types (past smoker and current smoker) were pooled together as the smoker_yes, 

leading to three classes (unknown_smoker, non_smoker, and smoker_yes), and CAD status 

detection subtask, all disease stage indicators (mention, test, event, and symptom) were pooled 

together as the CAD_yes, leading to two classes (CAD_unknown and CAD_yes). A similar 

approach was used for data corresponding to the Obesity Challenge task as well. 

6.4.2 Generation of Word Embeddings 

 

Generation of word embeddings is a process for transforming words into their real value 

vectors. also known as “vectorization” and is done by word embedding techniques. There are 
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many word embedding techniques available, but for experimental work reported in this chapter, 

“Word2Vec” embedding was used. Once these word embeddings (vectors) have been created, 

they combine to form a vector space, which is an algebraic model consisting of vectors that 

follow the rules of vector addition and scalar multiplication.  

Word2Vec, one of the word-embedding techniques used to generate vectors from words, is a 

shallow neural network and learns the word vectors from data. However, since it has only two 

layers, it does not qualify as a deep learning model. The input is a text corpus, which it uses to 

generate vectors as the output. These vectors are known as feature vectors for the words present 

in the input corpus. It transforms a corpus into numerical data that can be understood by a deep 

neural network. The aim of Word2Vec is to understand the probability of two or more words 

occurring together and thus to group words with similar meanings together to form a cluster in 

a vector space. Like any other machine learning or deep learning model, Word2Vec becomes 

more and more efficient by learning from past data and past occurrences of words. Thus, if 

provided with enough data and context, it can accurately guess a word's meaning based on past 

occurrences and context, like how we understand language. Once Word2Vec has been given a 

corpus, it produces a vocabulary wherein each word has a vector of its own attached to it, which 

is known as its neural word embedding, and simply put, this neural word embedding is a word 

written in numbers. 

The Word2Vec functions, by learning the embeddings from a word against words that are in 

its neighborhood in the input corpus, and it does this by using two different methods: 

• Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW): 

This method predicts the current word based on the context. Thus, it takes the word's 

surrounding words as input to produce the word as output, and it chooses this word based on 

the probability that this is indeed the word that is a part of the sentence. For example, if the 
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algorithm is provided with the words "the food was" and needs to predict the adjective after it, 

it is most likely to output the word "good" rather than output the word "delightful," since there 

would be more instances where the word "good" was used, and thus it has learned that "good" 

has a higher probability than "delightful." CBOW is said to be faster than skip-gram (another 

word2vec model) and has a higher accuracy with more frequent words.  

• Skip-gram model 

This method predicts the words surrounding a word by taking the word as input, understanding 

the meaning of the word, and assigning it to a context. For example, if the algorithm was given 

the word "delightful," it would have to understand its meaning and learn from past context to 

predict that the probability that the surrounding words are "the food was" is highest. Skip-gram 

is said to work best with a small corpus. 

 

Figure 6.2: Skip-gram vs. CBOW word2vec model 

 

Figure 6.2 shows the schematic for both models.  While both methods seem to be working in 

opposite manners, they are essentially predicting words based on the context of local (nearby) 

words; they are using a window of context to predict what word will come next. This window 
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is a configurable parameter. The decision of choosing which algorithm to use depends on the 

corpus at hand. CBOW works based on probability and thus chooses the word that has the 

highest probability of occurring given a specific context. This means it will usually predict only 

common and frequent words since those have the highest probabilities, and rare and infrequent 

words will never be produced by CBOW. Skip-gram, on the other hand, predicts context, and 

thus when given a word, it will take it as a new observation rather than comparing it to an 

existing word with similar meaning. Due to this, rare words will not be avoided or looked over. 

However, this also means that a lot of training data will be required for skip-gram to work 

efficiently. Thus, depending on the training data and corpus at hand, the decision to use either 

algorithm should be made. Essentially, both algorithms, and thus the model, require an intense 

learning phase where they are trained over thousands and millions of words to better understand 

context and meaning. Based on this, they can assign vectors to words and thus aid the machine 

in learning and predicting the natural language used in patient records.  

6.4.3 Convolution Neural Networks (CNN)  

 

CNN's proposed by Lecun in 1989 [44] enable automatic feature representation learning. 

Different from the traditional feed-forward neural network, a CNN is a multilayer neural 

network that includes four parts, embedding layer, convolution layer, pooling layer, and fully 

connected layer, as illustrated in Figure 6.3 [45]. The first layer is the input layer, which is an 

embedding matrix M ∈ RD*N   that corresponds to the word vectors representing the EMR 

discharge note to be classified into one of the disease statuses. The number of rows D in the 

matrix M is the number of words in the document, and the number of columns N is the 

dimension of the word vector.  
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Figure 6.3: Structure of a CNN. a CNN is a multi-layer neural network, which includes four 

parts: embedding layer, one or more convolution layers, pooling layers, and a fully connected 

layer 

 

Consider the description of the cleaned text document for a record from the CVD Challenge 

dataset shown in Figure 6.4, as an example. One of the sentence in the document “About three 

weeks ago he stopped his prednisone on his own because he was gaining weight he does feel 

that his shoulders are definitely improved”,  is divided into " About + three+ weeks+ ago+ 

he+ stopped+ his+ prednisone+ on +his +own+ because+ he+ was+ gaining+ weight+ he+ 

does+ feel+ that+ his+ shoulders+ are +definitely+ improved” when the dictionary-based 

word segmentation method is used. Then each word is converted into a vector using word2vec, 

subsequently forming embedding matrix M as the input layer of the CNN [45]. Then different 

filters are applied to different layers and the result is downsampled using the pooling layer. 
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Figure 6.4: Text note for CVD challenge dataset that will undergo word2vec transformation 

to an embedding matrix M 

CNN's learn automatic feature representation learning through multiple layers of networks, 

with the core learning happening in layers of convolutional layer and pooling. The convolution 

layer extracts local features, whereas the pooling layer reduces the dimension of the structured 

feature [46, 47]. Additionally, the depth of neural networks plays a decisive role in the 

performance of a CNN model and is regarded as one of the most investigated approaches used 

to increase its accuracy. For instance, Wang et al. [48] discussed the influence of the varied 

depth and proposed that “going deeper” is an effective and competitive approach to increase 

the accuracy of classification. The work by Hussam et al. [49] proposed a deep neural network 

comprised of 16 convolutional layers. Another important factor determining the efficiency of 

the CNN model is the Hyperparameter setup. The hierarchical architecture of CNN needs fine-

tuning to obtain optimal performance on specific datasets. Generally, hyperparameter setup 

refers to the grid-search of several parameters, which include the size of filter windows, number 

of features, and so on [28]. In practice, the hyperparameter setup of CNN is done somewhat in 
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an empirical manner, by trial error with different sizes of filter windows of 7, 6, 5, 4, and 3, the 

feature maps of 128, 100, 64, 50, 32 and 16 and the minibatch size of 100, 95, 64, 50 and 32.  

6.4.4 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)  

 

The recurrent neural network (RNN) is a subclass of deep learning networks that takes into the 

temporal components, in terms of inputs and outputs of the network at previous timestep to 

produce the current output [18]. At each timestep the output, 𝑌𝑡 , and its hidden network, 𝐻𝑡: 

𝑌𝑡 = 𝑓2(𝑉𝐻𝑡 + 𝑏2)                                 (1) 

𝐻𝑡 = 𝑓1(𝑊𝐻𝑡−1 + 𝑈𝑋𝑡 + 𝑏1)                (2) 

Where the 𝑋𝑡, 𝑌𝑡, 𝐻𝑡 denote the input, output, and hidden nodes while 𝑈, 𝑉, 𝑊 denote the 

coefficients that are shared temporally. Typically, RNN can process the input of any length 

without increasing the size of the model. Unlike the original ANN, historical information or 

temporal effect of input will always be considered in predicting output (see Figure 6.5). 

However, there is difficulty in training the RNN model due to the vanishing or exploding 

gradient phenomena that occur during backpropagation. The root cause of this is the 

multiplicative effect in the hidden nodes where gradient can increase or decrease exponentially 

depending on the number of layers.  

 

Figure 6.5: Recurrent Neural Network Architecture 
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6.4.5 LSTM and GRU 

 

To remedy this problem, the researcher introduced various gates that will select to either ignore 

or amplify the effect of historical information. For example, the Long Short-Term Memory 

(LSTM) RNN includes four gates called the Update, Relevance, Forget and Output gates [19]. 

A simplified version of LSTM named the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) reduces the number of 

gates to two only, the Update and Relevance gates [20]. The gates are usually noted as Γ, and 

generally have the form such as [21]: 

Γ =  σ(𝑊𝐻𝑡−1 + 𝑈𝑋𝑡 + 𝑏Γ)                    (3) 

 

6.4.6 Bidirectional RNN 

 

Basic RNN considers only the effect of the historical record of the input data. In terms of 

forecasting, sometimes it is easier to use the input of future value to predict the current value, 

like looking in the rear-view mirror. To incorporate the future influence, a Bidirectional RNN 

can be used. It concatenates two RNNs (see Figure 6.6), one which makes use of historical data 

and the other which relies on the future context, to produce a network better in forecasting [22]. 

The bidirectional RNN can incorporate either GRU or LSTM gate systems. 
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Figure 6.6: Bidirectional RNN Architecture 

BiLSTM networks help combat the vanishing gradient problem in RNNs and allow the 

propagation of gradients in a faithful manner. The vanishing gradient problem makes it difficult 

for the gradient to propagate from the later layers in the network to the early layers, causing 

the initial weights of the network to not change much from the initial values. Thus, the model 

does not learn well and leads to poor performance. LSTMs solve the issue by introducing a 

"memory" to the network, which leads to the retention of long-term dependencies in the text 

structure.  An LSTM helps a network to remember long-term dependencies in an explicit 

manner, and this is achieved by introducing more variables in the structure of a simple RNN. 

Using LSTMs, we allow the network to transfer most of the knowledge from the activation of 

previous timesteps, a feat difficult to achieve with simple RNNs. Variations of LSTM called 

bidirectional LSTM (BILSTM, can understand not only long-term dependencies but also the 

relationships of words in a sentence, from both sides of a sentence. Yes, another variant of 

LSTM/BILSTM is Gradient Recurrent Unit (GRU) network, Whereas LSTM has three gates 

(input, output, and forget gate) GRU (Gated Recurring Units): GRU has two gates (reset and 

update gate). LSTM has three values at the output (output, hidden, and cell) whereas GRU has 

two values at the output (output and hidden). GRU network architecture uses lesser training 
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parameters and therefore uses less memory, executes faster, and trains faster than LSTM’s, 

whereas LSTM is more accurate on the dataset using a longer sequence. In short, for large 

sequences, if it is very critical, LSTM/BILSTM is a better choice, whereas, for lesser memory 

consumption and faster operation, GRU architecture is better. Figure 6.7 shows these three 

variants of RNN networks. 

 

Figure 6.7: Variants of RNN deep learning networks – RNN/LSTM/GRU [56] 

6.5 Experimental Evaluation 
 

Different sets of experiments were performed with the CVD challenge dataset and Obesity 

Challenge dataset to evaluate the deep learning models developed based on CNN, BILSTM 

BI-GRU, and BI-GRU-BILSTM. The architecture of the hierarchical models developed is 

shown in Figure 6.8 & Figure 6.9. For each dataset, several metrics were used to evaluate the 

effectiveness and performance of algorithms: including macro-averages AUC, micro-averaged 

precision, micro-averaged recall, micro-averaged F1-score, Confusion matrix, and model 

accuracy achieved for training and test data. Precision and recall were often combined to obtain 

a better understanding of the performance of the classifier. A macro-average will compute the 

metric independently for each class and then take the average (hence treating all classes 

equally), whereas a micro-average will aggregate the contributions of all classes to compute 

the average metric. The use of macro-averaged and micro-averaged measures allows better 
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evaluation of multi-class classifiers with class imbalance (i.e. you may have many more 

examples of one class than of other classes). Figure 6.10 to Figure 6.14 show the experimental 

evaluation of different deep learning models for i2b2 CVD and i2b2 Obesity Challenge 

datasets. 

  

Figure 6.8: Hierarchical Deep Learning Architectures (a): BILSTM (b) CNN 
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Figure 6.9: Hierarchical Deep Learning Architectures (a): BI-GRU (b) BI-GRU-BI-LSTM 
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Figure 6.10.  Performance Evaluation of CAD Status Detection for i2b2 2014 Dataset 

For the Coronary Artery Disease( CAD) Status Detection model evaluation done with i2b2 

2014 CVD Challenge dataset (shown in Figure 6.10),  it can be seen, that the micro-averaged 

F1-Score for all four deep learning models was around 78-80%, with the CNN model 

performing the best as compared to all other models, with an F1 score of 80%.   
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Figure 6.11.  Performance Evaluation of Smoking Status Detection for i2b2 2014 Dataset 

For the Smoking Status Detection model evaluation done with the i2b2 2014 CVD Challenge 

dataset (shown in Figure 6.11),  it can be seen, that the micro-averaged F1-Score for all four 

deep learning models were around 70-77%, with the CNN model performing the best as 

compared to all other models, with an F1 score of 77%.   
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Figure 6.12.  Performance Evaluation of Obesity Status Detection for i2b2 2008 dataset 

For the Obesity Status Detection model evaluation done with i2b2 2008 Obesity Challenge 

dataset (shown in Figure 6.12),  it can be seen, that the micro-averaged F1-Score for all four 

deep learning models were around 69-76%, with the CNN model performing the best as 

compared to all other models, with an F1 score of 76%.   
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Figure 6.13.  Performance Evaluation of CAD Status Detection for i2b2 2008 Dataset 

For the CAD Status Detection model evaluation done with i2b2 2008 Obesity Challenge dataset 

(shown in Figure 6.13),  it can be seen, that the micro-averaged F1-Score for all four deep 

learning models were around 67-72%, with the CNN model performing the best as compared 

to all other models, with an F1 score of 72%.   
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Figure 6.14.  Performance Evaluation of Diabetes Status Detection for i2b2 2008 Dataset 

For the Diabetic Status Detection model evaluation done with i2b2 2008 Obesity Challenge 

dataset (shown in Figure 6.14),  it can be seen, that the micro-averaged F1-Score for all four 

deep learning models were around 60%, with the bidirectional-Gradient Recurrent Unit (Bi-

GRU) model performing the best as compared to all other models.   

Overall, the CNN model developed in this Chapter performed well for disease detection models 

developed in this Chapter using deep learning methods. The other three hierarchical deep-

learning models, bidirectional long short-term memory (BI-LSTM), bidirectional gradient 
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recurrent unit (BI-GRU), and cascaded BI-GRU with BI-LSTM did not perform well. In 

general, RNN based models (LSTM, GRU) are known to perform well for NLP tasks. But since 

we were dealing with de-identified clinical text here, the traditional NLP methods seem to 

perform poorly, and CNN with its ability to learn latent, hidden representations better, could 

have succeeded in detecting disease indicators better. Also, as can be seen from the accuracy 

plots, the deep learning models proposed requires very few epochs (less than 100 epochs), to 

reach the optimal performance. Using more epochs (300 epochs used for all deep learning 

experiments in this Chapter) leads to over-training, and a rise in model loss, demonstrating that 

the proposed hierarchical deep learning models work well in building models at the document 

level with complex clinical data with numbers, medical terms, de-identified personal 

information, and abbreviations. 

6.6 Conclusions 
 

This chapter presented details of the disease detection models based on novel deep learning 

approaches, and with document level segmentation. Four different deep learning schemes 

proposed a multi-layer document classification scheme based on different machine learning 

algorithms, for detecting multiple risk factors for Cardiovascular disease. As can be noted from 

the results for the two i2b2 challenge task datasets, CVD Challenge and Obesity Challenge, the 

proposed deep learning-based models performed reasonably well in terms of document 

classification, without any feature engineering or manual handcrafting. Out of the four disease 

detection models based on deep machine learning proposed – Bidirectional LSTM(BI-LSTM), 

CNN, Bidirectional GRU (BI-GRU and BILSTM-BIGRU cascade models, the CNN model 

performed the best when assessed in term of micro-averaged F1-score, a metric normally 

preferred to evaluate machine learning models with the class imbalance and sparse data.  As 

compared to traditional machine learning models presented in the previous Chapter, which 
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performed extremely well with statistical tf-idf feature sets extracted at the document level, the 

deep learning models did not perform well. This could be due to the complexities associated 

with the clinical text, significant data imbalance, or the approach used in terms of document 

level segmentation, with minimal pre-processing.  

The next chapter attempts to examine the performance of deep learning models at sentence 

level segmentation, along with additional pre-processing and post-processing methods. 
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7.CHAPTER SEVEN 

Deep Learning and Sentence Level 

Segmentation Models 
 

7.1 Overview 

In this chapter, an enhanced algorithmic framework is proposed for improving the performance 

of disease status detection based on deep machine learning and sentence-level segmentation 

models. The performance of the enhanced system was assessed in terms of several quantitative 

measures; including precision, recall, and final score (F-score). The details of this approach 

and outcomes achieved are described in the rest of this Chapter.  

7.2 Deep Learning-Based Sentence Level Disease Detection Models 

Different deep neural models were developed, and a task was set to classify the de-identified 

free-text clinical notes into binary classification labels (positive or negative disease status). The 

performance evaluation of an enhanced algorithmic framework based on deep machine 

learning for chronic disease status detection was done for different clinical text datasets with 

increasing complexity. Three different data sets were used to carry out the experimental work 

corresponding to different i2b2 clinical NLP challenge tasks, including the i2b2 2006 smoking 

status detection task, the i2b2 2008 co-morbidity identification task, and the i2b2 2014 

cardiovascular (CVD) disease risk prediction task. The details of each dataset from the 

challenging task are described in detail in the previous chapters, and at the i2b2 NLP challenge 

organizers’ site (https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/DataSets/Main.php).  As an initial pre-processing 

step, text pre-processing and data cleaning was done by removing stop words, by converting 

all the text to lower case, and by stemming and tokenization, using a snowball stemmer and 

alphabet tokenization. The Keras deep learning library with TensorFlow backend was used to 

https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/DataSets/Main.php
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create the deep learning Convolution neural network (CNN) models. The word2vec feature 

extraction was done to vectorize the words in the text, and Keras library provides an 

implementation of word2vec with an embedding layer functionality, consisting of an 

embedding layer within the deep learning model, and extracts word2vec feature sets, which is 

then used to build the CNN network model. For hyper-parameter tuning, a binary cross-entropy 

loss function with Adam optimizer was used. The model learning was done in 20 epochs, with 

a 4-fold cross-validation set used in model building/training and validation/testing. Figure 7.1 

shows the details of model building/training and validation/testing. 

 

Figure 7.1: Model Training and Testing Process 

 

Two different deep learning CNN models were developed,  the Single channel CNN and 

the multi-channel CNN model, as explained next. 
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7.2.1 Single Channel Deep Learning Model 

 

This deep learning model uses a word embedding layer and single-channel one-dimensional 

CNN (Convolution Neural Network).  Two different types of word vectors were examined, the 

word2vec features available in the Keras embedding layer, and the GloVe vectors, a pre-

training word vector used in the embedding matrix. The architecture of this deep learning 

model is shown in Figure 7.2. The accuracy of the single-channel model was compared for 

different learning text features including word2vec and GloVe vectors.  

 

 

Figure 7.2: Single Channel CNN Deep Learning Model 

 

The experiment was repeated with an additional feature selection step entropy/information gain 

based feature selection on vectors extracted from word2vec (Keras embedding layer), and pre-

trained GloVe vector features. This has helped in optimizing the vocabulary size, and improved 

the performance of the disease status detection system, as shown in Figure 7.3. 
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of Different Text Features on Single Channel CNN Deep Learning 

Model Performance 

As can be seen in Figure 7.3, the word2vec feature extraction approach available in the Keras 

embedding layer works well as compared to pre-trained GloVe vector features, and the 

performance of both the models improves when additional post-processing step of entropy-

based feature selection was done.  

 

Figure 7.4: Performance of Single-Channel CNN Model for different learning rates 
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In the hope to improve the performance further in the Keras embedding layer and feature 

selection post-processing, the hyper-parameter tuning method was changed,  by replacing 

Adam optimizer with Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer and tuning the learning rates 

to three different rates [.000001,0.01,1]. It was found that the Adam optimizer performed better 

for all the learning rates as compared to the SGD technique. Figure 7.4 shows the drop in 

performance for different learning rates when the Adam optimizer was replaced with the SGD 

optimizer. 

7.2.2 Multi-Channel Deep Learning Model 

While the previous deep learning model used a word embedding layer and one-dimensional 

CNN, this model was extended by using multiple parallel convolutional neural networks with 

different hyper-parameters, for processing text documents from different i2b2 NLP clinical 

data subsets, using different kernel sizes. This, in effect, creates a multichannel deeper level 

CNN, that reads the text with different n-gram sizes (groups of words) and can learn latent 

feature representations at a deeper level. Figure 7.5 shows the architecture for multichannel 

deep neural models. 

The performance of word2vec features and GloVe vector features with feature/attribute 

selection based on information gain criteria was examined for the multi-channel CNN model 

like single-channel CNN model. as well. Figure 7.6 shows this performance achieved for the 

multi-channel CNN model.  

Similar to experiments performed with the Single channel CNN model, performance for the 

multi-channel CNN model was assessed with different hyperparameters’ tuning method (SGD 

vs. ADAM optimizer, and with learning rates (0.000001, 0.01, and 1), with and without 

information gain/entropy-based feature selection method.  The results are shown in figure 7.7. 
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Figure 7.5: Multi-Channel Deep Neural CNN Model 

 

 

Figure 7.6: Performance of Multiple Channel CNN Model 
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Figure 7.7: Performance of Multiple Channel CNN Model for different learning rates 

 

7.2.3 Single Channel vs. Multi-Channel Model 

The performance of single-channel and multichannel neural models for the enhanced 

algorithmic framework, results in 100% accuracy in the training phase, for the binary 

classification task for each dataset (smoker/non-smoker, obese and co-morbid/non-co-morbid, 

and CVD risk high/low). This can be seen in Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9.   

For the test phase, with the unseen data, both the single-channel CNN model and n-gram 

multichannel model performed equally better, with 72.52% test set accuracy for the 

multichannel model as opposed to 72.14% accuracy for the obesity dataset (Exp 3), not much 

improvement with multichannel CNN architecture. The performance of both the models 

improved after the attribute selection was done for individual datasets. 
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Figure 7.8: Single-Channel CNN Deep Neural Network Model Performance 

 

 

Figure 7.9: Multi-Channel CNN Deep Neural Network Model Performance 

7.2.4 LSTM vs. Bi-directional LSTM Model 

For the next set of experiments, different type of deep learning model architecture was 

examined to assess if the performance of CNN model can be enhanced. LSTM and Bi-

directional LSTM (BILSTM) models use a different types of learning techniques and model 

the temporal dependencies. The Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) is a variant of Recurrent 

Neural Networks (RNNs) and is designed to overcome the exponential decay of 

backpropagation error in RNNs [65]. LSTM framework is capable of handling long-term 

temporal dependencies. It has a chain-like structure and each component in this chained 
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structure is termed a memory block. These memory blocks consist of one or more memory 

cells and gates namely input, output and forget. These gates are used by LSTM to add, delete 

and reset the information in each block, the information is stored in the form of a cell state [65]. 

The data flow in LSTM is in one direction whereas Bidirectional LSTM process,  the data flow 

is in both directions i.e. the LSTM block passes information on either side of the layer which 

allows the model to learn the contextual dependency on either side of the current word.  

 

Figure 7.10: LSTM and BILSTM Model Performance 

 

For this deep learning model building, the Keras LSTM library with word embedding layer 

functional was used in this set of experiments. The performance of the LSTM and BILISTM 

models is shown in Figure 15. The accuracy for the test phase improved when BILSTM was 

used. Similar to the experiment set up for CNN models in the previous section,  the data was 

sliced into 4 folds, and to an account of imbalance in train and test data, instead of accuracy, 

average F-measure was used as the performance metric. Figure 7.10 shows the performance 

comparison between LSTM and BILSTM models, for different k-folds for detecting different 

co-morbidities. 
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7.3 Time Attribute Classification Models 

In the given dataset every record has a time attribute tag that points out when the disease or 

medical problem was identified. This indicator is active on the date when the medical record 

was written. This document creation time (DCT) most often refers to an entire day or the date 

a report is written. For this set of experimental work, different class labels corresponding to 

different DCT were used.  The During and After DCT was combined as one class and Before 

DCT was considered as second class. The number of records in each class is shown in Table 

7.1. 

Table 7.1: Number of records in each DCT 

 

As was done in the previous set of experiments, similar text pre-processing and data cleaning 

steps were done before building the LSTM model. Similar architecture for the LSTM model 

and hyperparameter tuning technique was used.  Table 7.2 shows the model performance. The 

diabetes dataset showed 93.11% disease detection accuracy which is highest amongst the other 

disease datasets. 

Table 7.2: Model’s performance with DCT attribute 
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7.4 Google’s Universal Sentence Encoder Model 
 

Google’s Universal Sentence Encoder helps in the sentence level embeddings, it encodes text 

into a high dimensional vector that can then be used for text classification. We have used a 

publicly available pre-trained encode from TensorFlow-hub. The model can be accessed via 

https://tfhub.dev/google/universal-sentence-encoder-large/3. As an initial data preparation 

step, we used a label encoder, which takes labels that are text and converts them to number 

starting with 0. Then we convert these numbers to Keras categorical one hot vector that can be 

used to train the model. In the model,  we will create an input layer that is of shape one that is 

fed into the embedding layer and this will have 512 dimensions output vector, this is the 

standard output size of the google sentence encoder. Then we feed this into a dense layer the 

output of that will feed into the prediction layer which has two nodes for binary classification 

i.e. Smoker, non-smoker, etc. Lastly, we will compile the model with the 

categorical_crossentropy loss. We have compared this encoder with the BiLSTM model. The 

results are shown in Figure 7.11. 

 

https://tfhub.dev/google/universal-sentence-encoder-large/3
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’ 

Figure 7.11 Google Sentence Encoder Model performance comparison 

As can be seen in above Figure 7.11, the performance achieved with Google’s sentence-

level encoder has shown promising results. The dataset with a smaller number of records 

i.e. Obese and Hyperlipidaemia showed better results as well with the Sentence encoder.   

7.5 Conclusion 
 

The innovation in the work proposed in this chapter involves the development of enhanced 

deep learning-based algorithmic models at the sentence level. The experimental work 

involved a comparison of Single-channel and multi-channel CNN models, for three 

different types of i2b2 clinical NLP challenge datasets. The next Chapter concludes the 

thesis and discusses the plan for further research.
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8.CHAPTER EIGHT 

Conclusions and Plans for Further Work  
 

8.1  Overview 

In this chapter, we conclude the research and discuss the plans for further work. 

8.2 Conclusions 

In this work, we developed a novel computational framework for disease status detection and 

identification based on different types of traditional/shallow machine learning models and deep 

learning architectures with sentence-level and document-level segmentation. The experimental 

evaluation of the disease detection models proposed was done with several clinical NLP 

datasets of increasing complexity, with the class imbalance and data sparsity, using the i2b2 

NLP challenge shared task datasets for chronic disease risk assessment, including smoking, 

cardiovascular diseases, obesity, and comorbidity. The performance achieved for different 

shallow machine learning and deep learning approaches to classify disease status from de-

identified unstructured datasets was assessed by different types of metrics, including accuracy, 

micro-precision, recall, F measure/F1 score, AUC_ROC, and micro-averaged and macro-

averaged measures. The impact of hyper tuning on different proposed models was examined. 

Also, a commercial sentence level implementation, Google’s sentence encoder was compared 

with some of the proposed models in our work, particularly, BiLSTM model.   

The first research question on the detection of risk factors and status of diseases was addressed 

by developing novel algorithmic techniques drawn from the area of machine learning, deep 

learning, text mining, and natural language processing. The rest of the research questions were 

addressed by comparing the model performance, based on different approaches, in terms of 

different pre-processing methods and feature learning methods, sentence level, and document 
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level text segmentation, traditional and deep machine learning architectures, and a 

comprehensive comparative analysis comparing the model’s performances was presented. The 

performance of these models was analyzed, and performance comparison in terms of different 

pre-processing strategies, different machine, and deep learning models was done. The best 

performing models were tweaked with variation in model architecture, or hyperparameter 

tuning, with the expectation to improve/enhance the performance. As an example, the CNN-

based model performed better when compared with other developed models, therefore we 

tweaked the CNN model from Single Channel to Multi-Channel models and assessed their 

comparative performance. Similarly, we performed different sets of experiments by using 

different embedding layers in the algorithmic models, we have used GloVe (Global Vectors 

for Word Representation) which is an unsupervised learning algorithm for obtaining vector 

representations for words and compared with Skip-gram Word2Vec model that is inherently 

implemented in Keras embedding layer. The performance of the models was compared with 

these embedding layers together with and without additional attribute selection, which allows 

the use of optimal features, as the input to the models.  In addition to this, we have compared 

the impact of using static learning rate, using Stochastic gradient descent (SGD), and compared 

it with dynamic learning rates produced by the cost functions like Adam Optimizer. The 

dynamic learning rates tend to perform better in our proposed models. It was observed that if 

the Skip-gram Word2Vec model that is inherently coded within the Keras embedding layer can 

be combined with the medical terms existing in clinical records, leading to better model 

performance performance. In chapter 2, we have discussed the approaches used in the prior 

work, which has been done on structured medical records. We have also reviewed earlier 

studies in the related area, framed the problems that need to be addressed to improve the state 

of the art, and addressed the identified gap by implementing an innovative computational 

framework for chronic disease status detection and risk factor identification. We have used 
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sentence level and document level segmentation strategy with well-established traditional 

machine learning algorithms for building the smoke/CVD detector model, including the 

Random Forest, Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression and Gradient Boost Classifiers. Different 

performance metrics, as mentioned earlier, were used for evaluating these imbalanced datasets 

to get a complete panorama of the performances. In the later chapters, we have also examined 

the potential of  multi-layer document classification algorithms for the detection of multiple 

risk factors. The proposed multi-layered machine learning scheme applied to the sub tasks, 

mentioned in Chapter 4 and 5, performed extremely well, but used TD-IDF statistical features 

instead of Word2Vec feature learning algorithms used for deep learning models. We also 

examined different word embeddings for deep learning models, the GloVe Vector embeddings, 

in addition to the Keras built in Keras Skip-gram Word2Ved features. The Deep learning 

models which are known to perform well, without much of  feature engineering needs, due to 

automated feature learning capabilities with Skip-gram Word2Vec and GloVe embeddings 

followed by different deep learning architectures, can lead to end-to-end automated system 

with minimal manual intervention for disease detection model development. We have 

developed four disease detection models based on novel deep learning approaches, 

Bidirectional LSTM(BI-LSTM), CNN, Bidirectional GRU (BI-GRU and BILSTM-BIGRU. 

The performance of these models was assessed in term of micro-averaged F1-score, a metric 

normally preferred to evaluate machine learning models with class imbalance and sparse data. 

It was concluded that the disease detection model that used CNN approach performed the best 

when compared with rest of three approaches. The traditional machine learning models 

presented in the Chapter 4 and 5, which performed extremely well with statistical TF-IDF 

feature sets extracted at the document level, were compared with CNN model, and did not 

perform well. This could be due to TD-IDF statistical features removing the structural 

information in the data and making it difficult to learn the data representations and discover 
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features automatically with Word2Vec and GloVe vectors. Hence the CNN model did not 

perform better as compare to traditional machine learning models.   

8.2 Outcomes Achieved 

In this section, the outcomes achieved from the research findings and how this study’s results 

compare with other prior research work done is discussed briefly. The experimental evaluation 

for the innovative contributions made in this thesis in terms of AI/deep learning based 

computational framework was done with several publicly available benchmark datasets from 

shared tasks and challenge contests organised by i2b2: Informatics for Integrating Biology & 

the Bedside challenge organisers(https://www.i2b2.org/). As it is extremely difficult to access 

the de-identified medical records from hospital systems, the NLP challenge shared tasks and 

associated benchmark datasets made available by i2b2 consortium provide an opportunity to 

researchers in computing and information technology field, to compare their research findings, 

and demonstrate extension of previous work undertaken on several datasets provided by i2b2 

consortium, and share the outcomes and result in improving the state of the art.  

For a baseline comparison, the traditional approaches proposed in earlier work reported in the 

literature are compared with novel contributions made in this work. Most of the earlier work 

reported in the literature, that use i2b2 NLP challenge task datasets for experimental evaluation, 

are based on manual approaches, requiring human experts with domain knowledge from 

several multidisciplinary fields, including clinical, computing, natural language processing, 

and linguistics,  as making sense of de-identified clinical text notes and extracting knowledge, 

and building computer-based models based on this workflow is a complex endeavor and high 

challenge. the initial stages, a sentence level segmentation approach for building disease status 

detection models based on shallow machine learning approaches, using PART, Naïve Bayes, 

Random Forest, and Hoeffding tree algorithms as the first step, and this served as the baseline 

https://www.i2b2.org/
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reference for the rest of the innovative algorithms for disease detection models to be developed 

in the rest of the thesis. The next step was the development of a document-level segmentation 

approach using more efficient and established shallow learning approaches, with the Random 

Forest, Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, and Gradient Boost Classifier algorithms. The 

findings from this stage helped in addressing the imbalanced and sparse data problem, as using 

algorithms based on ensemble techniques are well known to perform well in other application 

contexts in engineering and astronomy and have indeed led to enhanced performance of disease 

detection models. Then, these robust models based on ensemble techniques were extended for 

investigating the impact of multiple co-morbid disease conditions on debilitating 

cardiovascular disease risk assessment and examined with a new set of evaluation metrics for 

assessing improvement in performance and robustness, including accuracy, precision, recall, 

F1-score, confusion matrix, and ROC-AUC measures. As extraction of useful td-idf text 

features from de-identified clinical texts, particularly with clinical text data containing markers 

for multiple co-morbidities, became increasingly difficult, the use of new deep learning models 

was introduced. Since the deep learning models do not require feature engineering, the reliance 

on td-idf features reduced. Four new models based on deep machine learning and document 

level classification were proposed as the next step in enhancing the efficacy of disease detection 

models, including Bidirectional LSTM(BI-LSTM), CNN, Bidirectional GRU (BI-GRU), and 

BILSTM-BIGRU cascade models. Also, a new performance metric, in terms of micro-

averaged F1-score  was used, which has the capability to provide a better evaluation of machine 

learning models with the class imbalance and sparse data. Finally, a sentence-level 

classification approach with these deep learning algorithms was proposed, leading to enhanced 

performance assessed in terms of micro-averaged F1-scores. This incremental development, 

enhancement, and refinement of the proposed AI-based deep learning computational 

framework, and its experimental evaluation was done with several benchmarks publicly 
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available clinical NLP i2b2 shared task challenge datasets, leading to significant performance 

improvement and robustness as compared to other competing methods and systems in the 

challenge tasks organized by i2b2 consortia. 

 

8.3 Further Work 
 

Further work is in progress to learn the performance impact when using different types of 

embeddings or encodings like BERT, FREETEXT with medical data. These can help in 

discovering high quality language features from the medical text data. In addition to this, these 

models can be fine-tuned with specific datasets like medical records to achieve state-of-art 

predictions. In BERT, the model is bidirectionally trained and performs prediction via non-

directional approach. Therefore, instead of predicting next word in a sequence, the model 

predicts the next word by using the full context of the sentence and it looks in both directions. 

This novel technique is called Masked LM(MLM). 

Another possible extension to this work is using different clinical use case settings, such as  

extracting medication related information automatically from clinical text from discharge 

summaries and handover notes, extracting clinical concepts, assertions and relation in the 

clinical text, co-reference resolution for electronic medical records, evaluating temporal 

relations in clinical text, cohort selection for clinical trials or adverse drug events and 

medication extraction in electronic health records. Each of these use cases require enhancement 

to different processing stages, including the pre-processing, word-embeddings, feature 

discovery, algorithm architectures, and evaluation metrics, for building efficient computer-

based disease and risk factor detection models .
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